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The Internet of Things (IoT) is the Internet augmented with diverse everyday and industrial objects,
enabling a variety of services ranging from smart homes to smart cities. Because of their embedded
nature, IoT nodes are typically low-power devices with many constraints, such as limited memory
and computing power. They often connect to the Internet over error-prone wireless links with low
or variable speed. To accommodate these characteristics, protocols specifically designed for IoT use
have been designed.

The Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) is a lightweight web transfer protocol for resource
manipulation. It is designed for constrained devices working in impoverished environments. By
default, CoAP traffic is carried over the unreliable User Datagram Protocol (UDP). As UDP is con-
nectionless and has little header overhead, it is well-suited for typical IoT communication consisting
of short request-response exchanges. To achieve reliability on top of UDP, CoAP also implements
features normally found in the transport layer.

Despite the advantages, the use of CoAP over UDP may be sub-optimal in certain settings. First,
some networks rate-limit or entirely block UDP traffic. Second, the default CoAP congestion control
is extremely simple and unable to properly adjust its behaviour to variable network conditions, for
example bursts. Finally, even IoT devices occasionally need to transfer large amounts of data, for
example to perform firmware updates. For these reasons, it may prove beneficial to carry CoAP
over reliable transport protocols, such as the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). RFC 8323
specifies CoAP over stateful connections, including TCP. Currently, little research exists on CoAP
over TCP performance.

This thesis experimentally evaluates CoAP over TCP suitability for long-lived connections in a
constrained setting, assessing factors limiting scalability and problems packet loss and high levels
of traffic may cause. The experiments are performed in an emulated network, under varying levels
of congestion and likelihood of errors, as well as in the presence of overly large buffers. For TCP
results, both TCP New Reno and the newer TCP BBR are examined. For baseline measurements,
CoAP over UDP is carried using both the default CoAP congestion control and the more advanced
CoAP Simple Congestion Control/Advanced (CoCoA) congestion control.

This work shows CoAP over TCP to be more efficient or at least on par with CoAP over UDP in a
constrained setting when connections are long-lived. CoAP over TCP is notably more adept than
CoAP over UDP at fully utilising the capacity of the link when there are no or few errors, even
if the link is congested or bufferbloat is present. When the congestion level and the frequency of
link errors grow high, the difference between CoAP over UDP and CoAP over TCP diminishes, yet
CoAP over TCP continues to perform well, showing that in this setting CoAP over TCP is more
scalable than CoAP over UDP. Finally, this thesis finds TCP BBR to be a promising congestion
control candidate. It is able to outperform the older New Reno in almost all explored scenarios,
most notably in the presence of bufferbloat.
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1 Introduction

The Internet of Things, in a very broad sense, means the augmentation of the
Internet with nodes other than traditional computers and smartphones [XQY16].
These diverse physical objects are equipped with electronics and software that allow
them to communicate with each other, and to integrate with the existing Internet
infrastructure [RJR16, AIM10, XQY16]. A wide variety of services ranging from
healthcare and social networking to smart homes, smart factories, and even smart
cities can be built using these devices [AIM10]. Relatedly, IoT devices differ in
numerous ways—for example, in their traffic patterns and where they are located.

Typical for IoT devices—regardless of whether they are simple sensors or more
complicated objects—is their small size and limited availability of resources such as
energy, CPU, and memory. IoT devices also often fit the definition of a constrained
device [BEK14]. A network formed by constrained devices is typically a low-powered
lossy network [Vas14] or a constrained network where a low bit rate and high error
rate cause problems such as congestion and frequent packet loss [BEK14]. The
characteristics of such networks challenge the assumptions made in the Internet of
today, rendering the current Internet protocols suboptimal for IoT traffic [RJR16],
leading to a need for more suitable protocols.

The Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) [SHB14] is a lightweight web trans-
fer protocol for resource manipulation for constrained devices in impoverished en-
vironments. It is a simple protocol with low overhead, suitable for machine to ma-
chine communication. CoAP operates using a request-response model, much like the
Hyper-Text Transfer Protocol [FR14], which it is modelled after. The two can easily
be used together, but CoAP also differs from HTTP. The most important difference
is that CoAP implements features typically found in the transport layer such as
reliability and congestion control. However, the congestion control in CoAP is very
straightforward and cannot take into account the conditions of the network: it is
unable to adapt to, for example, fluctuations in connection speed. This makes CoAP
congestion control ill-suited for handling sudden changes such as bursts [BGDP16].
These drawbacks have motivated the work on new, more adaptive and efficient con-
gestion control mechanisms for CoAP. The most established of these alternatives
is the CoAP Simple Congestion Control/Advanced (CoCoA) [BBGD18] which has
been shown to outperform the Default CoAP congestion control [BGDP16, JDK15,
BGDP15, BGDK14, BGDP13, BKG13]. In addition to CoCoA, other new and
existing congestion control mechanisms have been studied in constrained settings.
These include, for example, the Peak Hopper [BGDP16, JDK15] and the Linux
RTO [BGDP16, BGDP13] retransmission timeout algorithms, as well the more com-
plex congestion control algorithms such as CoCoA 4-state-strong [BSP16] and the
recent FASOR RTO and congestion control mechanism for CoAP [JRCK18a].

By default, CoAP operates over the User Datagram Protocol, UDP [Pos80], which
is well-suited to resource-restricted environments due to its minimal headers and
connectionless communication model. While the choice has its benefits, it can also
prove problematic as there are networks that do not forward UDP traffic [BLT+18].
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Certain networks may also rate-limit [BK15] or completely block it [EKT+16]. Fur-
ther, even though CoAP traffic most typically consists of only intermittent request-
response pairs, sometimes large amounts of data need to be transferred as well,
for example to perform firmware updates. In these kinds of situations it might be
necessary to carry CoAP traffic over a reliable protocol such as the Transmission
Control Protocol, TCP [Pos81]. CoAP over TCP, TLS, and WebSockets [BLT+18]
(RFC 8323) specifies a CoAP version suitable for use over stateful connections.
As the specification is relatively new, little research currently exists. One prelimi-
nary study suggests that CoAP over TCP might perform poorly compared with the
Default CoAP [ZFC16], whereas another argues many of the issues attributed to
carrying CoAP over TCP could also be easily solvable or not very consequential at
all [GAMC18]. The scope of these studies is limited and their results inconclusive,
motivating the need for further research.

This work experimentally evaluates the performance of CoAP over TCP in an em-
ulated wireless network, under diverse conditions such as in the presence of buffer-
bloat [GN11], as well as varying levels of congestion and likelihood of packet loss
caused by link-errors. The aim is to assess the performance of CoAP over TCP by
exploring which factors limit scalability and what kind of problems high levels of
traffic and packet loss may cause. The experiments are carried out in real hosts over
an emulated wireless link. For baseline measurements, UDP is used as the transport
protocol with both the Default CoAP and the CoCoA congestion controls. The cor-
responding measurements are carried out using a CoAP over TCP implementation
on top of TCP New Reno [HFGN12]. A subset of the experiments also employ the
recent TCP BBR [CCG+16], a model-based congestion control. These key results
are compared to the baseline measurements. The focus of this thesis is on a scenario
where the connections are long-lived due to the large amount of data transferred.

This thesis is arranged as follows. Chapter 2 offers an overview of communication
in the Internet of Things, presenting constrained networks and their key proper-
ties to motivate the design of, and the need for CoAP. Chapter 3 introduces the
concept of congestion, describes the most central TCP and CoAP congestion con-
trol mechanisms in necessary detail, and shortly summarises alternative CoAP over
UDP congestion controls as well as their performance. Chapter 4 describes the test
environment and the design of the experiments of this thesis, as well as the metrics
used in evaluating the results. Chapter 5 reviews other results achieved in the setup
described in the Chapter 4, focusing mostly in CoAP over UDP but ending with a
brief overview of CoAP over TCP for short-lived connections. Chapter 6 presents
the results of this thesis. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes this thesis.
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2 Communication In The Internet of Things

This Chapter briefly introduces the Internet of Things and outlines the character-
istics of communication in the Internet of Things. The Constrained Application
Protocol and its features are introduced in the extent that is needed for understand-
ing the results of this thesis. The aim of this chapter is to explain and to motivate
CoAP design and the need for a specific protocol for constrained devices. More
thorough portrayals of CoAP and CoAP over TCP can be found in the respective
Requests for Comments.

2.1 Internet of Things

The Internet of Things (IoT) consists of ubiquitous physical objects—things—which
use electronics, software, and network connectivity to enable interaction with the
physical world. These things may sense and control the physical world or they may
be remotely sensed and controlled themselves. They collect and exchange data, both
between themselves and with the outside world. Further, they are extremely varied
in their use and nature, which range from everyday items to very specialised equip-
ment [AIM10, RJR16, XQY16]. Often called edge devices, these enhanced objects
typically communicate with edge routers, which in turn connect to the Internet us-
ing gateways. Edge devices may also form sub-networks consisting only, or mostly,
of edge devices. Typically, the data collected by the edge devices is processed by
powerful servers in the Internet, since the edge devices lack the necessary computa-
tional capacity [RJR16]. This manner of setup is illustrated in Figure 1. However,
the gateways may also perform some manner of pre-treatment or other processing
of the data they receive [RJR16]. The low latency achieved by performing the com-
putation at the edge of the network is becoming more common as it crucial or at
least useful for many IoT applications [MNY+18].

Gateway Gateway

Edge

router Edge

routerInternet

Figure 1: Edge devices communicate with servers that process the data collected by
the edge devices. The edge devices are connected to an edge router using a low-power
lossy link, while the edge routers are connected to the Internet via gateways.
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While useful, embedding electronics into varied physical objects poses many chal-
lenges. For example, if the devices are incorporated into clothing, the electronics
used for communication must fit in very small spaces [AIM10]. Limited space means
limited capabilities, and most IoT devices are indeed low-power [AIM10, RJR16]
and have constraints on energy expenditure [RJR16]. Additionally, they suffer
from limited available computational capacity as very advanced chips require more
space [AIM10].

A device that is limited in all its resources—CPU, memory, and power—is a con-
strained device [BEK14]. Such devices may not be able to take all the same actions
that typical modern Internet nodes can, and they may not perform as well. For
example, if a constrained device is not mains-powered but instead needs to use bat-
teries, it might need to conserve energy and bandwidth. Constrained nodes may
also have very little Flash or read-only memory (ROM) available, inhibiting code
complexity. Additionally, having little RAM limits the ability to store state or em-
ploy buffers. Low processing power limits the amount of computation the devices
may feasibly perform in a given time frame. As these various constraints are found
together, they may amplify each other’s effects.

Terminology

Constrained nodes are classified based on their capabilities [BEK14]. Class 0 devices
are severely limited, typically sensor motes. The only feasible way for them to
participate in the Internet safely is with the help of other, more capable devices,
by using proxies or other similar solutions. Class 1 devices, on the other hand, are
able to employ more complex protocols. They are advanced enough to take part in
an IP network as they are capable of implementing the security measures required
for safe usage of a large network. Still, they need to be conservative about how
space is used for code, how much they can have state, and typically also about
their energy usage. These limitations mean that they are too impoverished to easily
implement the full HTTP stack. Thus, in order to communicate in the Internet,
they need special protocols that take into account their limited nature [BEK14].
The Constrained Application Protocol is an example of such a protocol. Finally,
Class 2 devices are quite capable compared to the other two classes, and as such
might not necessarily need a protocol specifically designed for constrained nodes.
However, these devices may still benefit from using a protocol such as CoAP in
order to, for example, minimise bandwidth and energy use. Likewise, even more
capable devices might opt to employ CoAP for similar reasons.

These constraints may also limit the connectivity of the devices. Limited space
may, for example, mean restricting the number of antennas to only one [RAVX+16],
which limits network capabilities of the device. Reduced computational complex-
ity may lead to a low bandwidth or few transmission modes [RAVX+16]. These
limitations of the nodes and also the limited capability of the used link may lead
to congestion [BSP16]. Limits on energy expenditure might also require that the
device employ duty cycling, and that the cycles are kept low so that the device is
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only active for a small portion of the time [RJR16]. Further, IoT devices commonly
employ short-range wireless transmission technologies, which are not suitable for
long distance connections and cannot provide high speeds [XQY16]. Finally, IoT
devices typically employ wireless links that are prone to link errors [AIM10, RJR16].

In such cases, the networks might be constrained, too. A constrained network is a
network that lacks some features and capabilities standard in the current-day In-
ternet [BEK14]. Such a network might have a low throughput and its nodes may
be reachable only intermittently if they alternate between sleep and wake cycles.
Further, links may be asymmetric in their operation. Larger packets are penalised.
For example, fragmenting packets may cause frequent losses. A constrained network
either does not have, or has limited, availability of advanced Internet services like
multicast. In general, packet loss may be frequent or vary greatly. These constraints
may arise, among other things, from the constraints of the nodes themselves, en-
vironmental challenges such as being operated under water, or regulations such as
limited available spectra. A constrained node network is a network which consists
mostly of constrained nodes. The constraints of the nodes affect the characteris-
tics of the network. A constrained node network might suffer, for example, from
unreliable channels or it may have limited or unpredictable bandwidth, as well a
frequently changing topology. A constrained node network is a constrained network
but not all constrained networks are constrained node networks.

An often-used class of constrained networks is a Low-Power Wireless Personal Area
Network (LoWPAN). It is a wireless network formed by devices conforming to the
IEEE 802.15.4-2003 standard that have limited power [KMS07]. The participating
devices typically are low-cost, constrained devices, which have short range, low bit
rate, limited power, and little memory. Applications used within a LoWPAN do
not have to achieve a high throughput [BEK14], and indeed a LoWPAN may only
offer low bandwidth. Achieved data rates vary depending on the physical layer used,
typically ranging from 20 kbps to 40, but even higher data rates of up to 250 kbps
may be achieved. Another distinguishing feature is very small packet size. For the
physical layer, the maximum size is only 127 bytes, which only allows for 81 octets
of payload data, taking into account overhead such as security. Finally, the devices
in a LoWPAN may move or be deployed in an ad-hoc fashion so that they do not
have a pre-defined location [KMS07]. Despite the name, LoWPANs are suggested
for uses such as building automation and urban and industrial monitoring. Origi-
nally, LoWPAN technology was focused on IEEE 802.15.4, but it may also refer to
other similar physical layer techonologies [BEK14]. Finally, another term related to
constrained networks is a Low-Power and Lossy Network (LLN) [BEK14]. An LLN
also consists of embedded devices that are constrained, using either IEEE 802.15.4
or low-power Wi-Fi. Like LowPANs, LLNs are found in industrial monitoring, build-
ing automation systems, and similar applications. They are prone to losses at the
physical layer, and exhibit both variable delivery rates and short-term unreliability.
Notably, an LLN in reliable enough to warrant constructing directed acyclic graphs
for routing purposes [BEK14].
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Data link layer protocols for IoT

A number of data link layer protocols are used in the Internet of Things. These in-
clude both general-use cellular services as well as protocols specifically designed for
IoT use. While different, these protocols share certain characteristics. For example,
their wireless nature makes them more prone to link errors than wired connections.
Typically they also provide low data rates compared to what is typically achieved
with wired connections in the modern day Internet. The following have been em-
ployed in Constrained Application Protocol performance research [BGDP16, JDK15,
BGDP15, BGDK14, BGDP13, BSP16, JRCK18a, JPR+18], but other protocols such
as SigFox, LoRa, and WiMaxb, exist as well.

Since the 1990s, cellular networks have progressed through five generations, all of
which have been used with IoT [LDXZ18]. The first to offer practical data transfer
was the second generation (2G) General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) [Ake95]. Be-
fore GPRS, data transfer in the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM)
was possible, but employed circuit-switched data bearer services, which made it very
inefficient in face of bursty Internet traffic. GPRS was standardised already in the
1990s [HMS98] but is still researched and deployed in real-world scenarios, especially
in outdoor monitoring [LNV+17, HZA19, NV19, ZW16], which is natural consider-
ing it covers a significant portion of all population [LDXZ18]. The theoretical data
rate for GPRS varies from few to 170 kbits [BBCM99] but actual data rates depend
on error rate and whether the endpoint is stationary—a moving endpoint achieves
a much lower data rate [OZH07]. Generally, the achieved data rates fall between
15 and 45 kbits [FO98, HMS98, CG97, OZH07], with 30 to 40 kbps being the most
typical [OZH07].

After GPRS, the LTE data rates have grown considerably: 3rd generation (3G)
EDGE could achieve a data rate of 384 kbps [HWG09, ASHA18] while the 4th
generation (4G) is able to achieve a rate of up to 1Gbps [LDXZ18]. Both 3G
and 4G are used widely with IoT, although they are not perfectly optimised for
IoT use [LDXZ18]. For example, 4G is easily disrupted by other signals such as mi-
crowaves or physical objects [ASHA18]. However, the latest in the cellular evolution,
the 5th generation (5G), which is expected to be commercially available by 2020, has
been designed to accommodate IoT needs. While 3G and 4G mostly brought with
them increased data rates, 5G is hoped to also improve support for hotspots and
wide-area coverage, mobility and high device density, as well as increased capacity
and data rates of up to 10 Gbps [LDXZ18]—without sacrificing energy-efficiency or
reliability [SMS+17, LDXZ18]. 5G design should be suitable for a wide range of
services with differing needs, ranging from ultra-reliable low-latency applications to
applications with massive numbers of low-cost devices with high data-volume that
do not have strict requirements for low latencies [SMS+17]. Due to this flexibility
and its other improvements, 5G is expected to be important in future IoT [LDXZ18].

ZigBee is typical in smart home systems [BPC+07]. The two lower layers of the
ZigBee protocol stack, physical and MAC layer, are defined by the IEEE 802.15.4
standard while the network and the application layer are defined by the ZigBee
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specification [GP10, MPV11]. ZigBee is developed by an association of companies,
the ZigBee alliance, that develops standards and products for low-power wireless
networking [GP10, BPC+07]. ZigBee attempts to minimise power consumption to
enable networking for devices that are not mains-powered or that, for other reasons,
need to conserve energy. ZigBee supports different topologies [MPV11] and provides
security across the network and the application layers [GP10]. Ranges achieved with
ZigBee depend on the number of nodes: a range for a typical node is 10 meters, but
some implementations may have a higher range of even 100 meters. As a ZigBee
network may contain thousands of nodes, if messages are relayed through other
nodes, the ranges may grow longer [SM06]. The data rates supported by IEEE
802.15.4, and as such by ZigBee, range from 20 kbps to 40 kbs, although even a rate
of 250 kbps may be achieved [MPV11].

Narrowband IoT (NB-IoT) is a recent low-power, wide-area cellular technology
specifically designed for general IoT use, accommodating the special requirements
and restrictions of IoT devices [RAVX+16, WLA+16]. NB-IoT targets low-power,
non-complex, stationary devices—such as sensors—that may reuse the bands of
existing cellular technologies, and for which low data-rate is acceptable. While
NB-IoT is not entirely backwards compatible, it is able to coexist with legacy tech-
nologies such as GPRS. NB-IoT can support numerous devices in one cell and has a
significantly extended coverage compared with the existing, older cellular technolo-
gies [WLA+16]. NB-IoT reaches data rates of 50 kbps for uplink, and 30 kbps for
downlink [RAVX+16]. Theoretically, even a data rate of up to 250 kbps is achiev-
able. Notably, under certain conditions, NB-IoT may also provide very low, sub
10-second, latencies for critical applications such as alarms [WLA+16]. Multicast
and 5G support as well as improved positioning are underway [WLA+16].

2.2 Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP)

IoT nodes are often constrained, and as such they may not be able to use protocols
that are not designed to accommodate their limitations. The Constrained Appli-
cation Protocol (CoAP) [SHB14] is specifically designed for these devices. It is a
lightweight RESTful [FTE+17] protocol for controlling and transferring resources
in impoverished environments. As a web transfer protocol it is modelled after the
hyper-text transfer protocol (HTTP) [FR14], and can easily be mapped to it. Like
HTTP, CoAP employs the client-server interaction model: An endpoint acting as
the client sends a request to an endpoint acting as the server. The endpoint acting
as the server receives the request, attempts to act on it, and finally informs the client
of the result. During its lifetime, an endpoint may act in the role of both the client
and the server. For example, a server may query a sensor to acquire its current
readings, and additionally the sensor may send updates to the server periodically,
or as a response to an external event. A request in this model is an action the server
executes on a resource that typically is specified in the request. An action fetches,
updates, uploads, or deletes data. Possible actions in CoAP are get, head, post, put,
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and delete. While similar, the semantics of the actions are not exactly the same for
CoAP and HTTP.

CoAP differs from HTTP in a few notable ways that make it suitable for machine-
to-machine communication and constrained devices. First, CoAP is simpler and
has less overhead. Second, CoAP supports multicast and resource discovery. Third,
by default, CoAP uses the unreliable UDP as its transport protocol. The choice
is sensible as UDP has less overhead than TCP that HTTP relies on, but it also
forces CoAP to settle for the possibility of messages arriving out of order or not
arriving at all—unless it implements the reliability itself. This is the final difference
between CoAP and HTTP. CoAP is cross-layer in that it implements functionality
traditionally found in the transport layer, including congestion control and optional
reliability. CoAP messages may be non-confirmable or confirmable. The latter
offer TCP-like reliability based on acknowledgements. All the experiments of this
thesis were carried out using the reliable confirmable messages, so the unreliable
non-confirmable messages are not discussed further.

When using confirmable messages, a new message is sent to an endpoint only after
the acknowledgement for the previous one has been received. However, sending
messages to other endpoints is allowed as long as the previous message to that
endpoint has already been acknowledged. This keeps the number of messages in
flight decidedly low. CoAP response arriving from the server can be piggybacked in
the acknowledgement of the request if the results are immediately available, or, if
not, sent as a separate message. A piggybacked response does not need a separate
acknowledgement.

Much of the lightweight nature of CoAP is due to the short, four byte basic header
shown in Table 1. It consists of the message type T, code, message id, token length
TKL, and protocol version number Ver fields.

The types of messages in CoAP are Confirmable, Non-confirmable, Acknowledge-
ment, and Reset. The first two, as discussed above, indicate whether acknowledge-
ments are expected. The acknowledgement messages are used together with the
Confirmable messages to indicate that the other end has received the request that
was sent. Finally, a Reset message is sent in response to a request the other end was
not able to process. The code field is used to mark the message as either a response
or a request. In a request, the code field also defines the action: get, post, put,
or delete. In a response the code field indicates success or failure. The code field

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Ver T TKL Code Message ID
Token, if defined
Options, if any
Payload marker Payload, if any

Table 1: The CoAP header.
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also includes the explanatory return code for the result. The Message ID is used for
duplicate detection and for matching acknowledgements and resets to the requests.

A token is used to match a response to a request. Similar to the Message ID,
the token can be also be used when the response is not piggybacked. The token
is optional. A servers echos the token set in the request so that the client may
recognise which request the message is a response to. Considering that the header
is only four bytes, the token field may be reasonably long, up to 8 bytes. This is
for security reasons. A token is not mandatory. If not used, the token length field
is set to 0 to indicate a zero byte token. If used, the token length field is set to
a non-zero value that indicates the length of the token field, and the token itself
follows immediately after the header.

To enable further control over the communication, CoAP includes a set of options.
Options may, for example, specify the path of the resource the request targets, query
proxies, specify the format of the content, or indicate the version of the resource.
Some options are critical: they must not be ignored. If a CoAP endpoint does not
support a critical option, it must reject all messages that include the option. A
range of option numbers is reserved for private and vendor-specific options. If used,
they are placed after the token.

The rest of the datagram is reserved for the payload that is preceded by the payload
marker, a 1-byte padding field. In case a message does not include any payload, it
must not include a payload marker either.

Block-Wise Transfer

Originally CoAP was designed to handle small requests and responses, and so the
messaging model is not perfectly suitable for transferring larger amounts of data.
To avoid IP and adaptation-layer fragmentation, the size of datagrams should stay
small. On the other hand, a small maximum datagram size limits the amount of
data that can be transferred, if connection state cannot be tracked. To enable
larger messages within the messaging model of CoAP, a new critical CoAP option,
the Block-Wise option, was introduced [BS16]. In Block-Wise Transfer, a large
message is split into multiple parts, so-called blocks. Each block is treated as if it
was a single CoAP message. However, to the receiver the Block option indicates
that, semantically, the message is only a part of a larger message.

The size of a block ranges from 16 to 1024 bytes: the connection ends negotiate the
size to be used. The size may be negotiated after the requesting end has received the
first response, or, if it anticipates a Block-Wise Transfer, in the first request itself.
After the block size has been negotiated, all blocks must be of the same size, except
for the last block which may be smaller than the previous blocks. While both ends
may express a wish to use a certain size, the specification recommends the sending
end respects the request of the receiving end.

As both requests and replies may be large, there are two types of block options,
Block1 and Block2. The former is used with requests and the latter with replies. A
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CoAP message may include both Block1 and Block2 options. Whenever a Block1
option appears in a response or a Block2 option in a request, it controls the way the
communication is handled. For example, it can be used to indicate that a certain
block was received, to signal which block is expected next, or to request another
block size. Otherwise it merely describes the payload of the current message. A
block option consists of three fields. These specify the size of the block, where in
the sequence the current block is, and whether this block is the last block of the
current Block-Wise Transfer.

2.3 CoAP over TCP

In certain situations it may prove useful to carry CoAP traffic over a reliable trans-
port protocol. Such a situation may arise for example when data needs to be carried
over a network that rate-limits [BK15], does not forward [BLT+18], or completely
blocks [EKT+16] UDP traffic. A reliable transport protocol may also be beneficial
in case a large amount of data needs to be transferred. RFC 8323 [BLT+18] specifies
how CoAP requests and responses may be used over TCP, and the changes that are
required in the base CoAP specification.

First, Acknowledgement messages are no longer needed as TCP takes care of re-
liability. Second, the messaging model is different since TCP is stream-based and
splits the sent data into TCP segments regardless of the CoAP content. The request-
response model is still retained, but the stop-and-wait model of baseline CoAP is
abandoned. That is, the client no longer needs to wait for the response to a previous
request before sending a subsequent one. Likewise, the server may respond in any
order: tokens are used to distinguish concurrent requests from one another.

The specification mandates that responses must use the connection that was used by
the request, and that the connection is bidirectional, meaning that both ends may
send requests. Otherwise all connection management, including any definitions of
failure and appropriate reactions to failure, is left to the implementation, which may
open, close, and reopen connections whenever necessary and in any way suitable for
the specific application. For example, an implementation may keep a connection
open at all times, or it may close the connection during idle periods, and reopen
it only when it has prepared a new request. The protocol is designed to work
regardless of connection management scheme. This also means that either end of
the first request may initiate the connection: it is not necessarily the responsibility
of the client.

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Len TKL Code Token (if any, TKL bytes)
Options, if any
Payload marker Payload, if any

Table 2: CoAP over TCP header without the extended length field.
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The changes in the messaging model are also reflected in the CoAP over TCP
header as shown in Table 2. As TCP is responsible for reliability, deduplication,
and connection termination, there is no need to track the type or the ID of messages
and therefore these fields are no longer present. The version field has also been
omitted because no new versions of CoAP have been introduced. Additionally,
unlike in the baseline CoAP specification, CoAP over TCP headers have variable
length. The length depends on the newly introduced length field. A length field is
necessary since TCP is stream-based, and necessitates message delimitation. The
length is a 4-bit unsigned integer between 0 and 15 such that 0 denotes an empty
message and 12 a message of 12 bytes, counting from the beginning of the Options
field. The last three values signify so-called extended length. The extended length
is an extra field in the header, placed between the token length and the code fields.
The extended length field is an unsigned integer of 8, 16 or 32 bits, corresponding
to the three special length field values. The field contains the combined length of
options and payload, of which a value corresponding to the three special length field
values is subtracted: 13 for 13, 269 for 14 and 65805 for 15. CoAP over TCP header
without the extended length field is shown in Table 2. Table 3 shows CoAP over
TCP header in case an extended length field of 8 bits is used.

Finally, CoAP over TCP introduces so-called signalling messages. These include
CoAP Ping and CoAP Pong, serving a keep-alive function, and the Release and
the Abort messages, which allow communicating the need for graceful and abrupt
connection termination. For this thesis, the most significant type of the signalling
messages is the capabilities and settings message (CSM). It is used to negotiate
settings and to inform the other end about the capabilities of the sending end, for
example, whether it supports block-wise transfer. A CSM must be sent after the
TCP connection has been initialised and before any other messages are sent. This
is illustrated in Figure 2. The connection initiator sends the CSM as soon as it
can: it is not allowed to wait for the CSM of the connection acceptor. As soon as
it has sent the initial CSM, it can send other messages. The connection acceptor,
on the other hand, may wait for the initial CSM of the initiator before sending its
initial CSM. For the connection initiator, waiting for the CSM of the acceptor before
sending any other messages might prove useful since the acceptor could communicate
about capabilities that affect the exchange, for example the maximum message size.
If necessary, further CSM messages may be sent any time during the connection
lifetime by either end. Missing and invalid CSM messages result in an aborted
connection.

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1101 TKL Extended Length Code TKL bytes
Options, if any
Payload marker Payload, if any

Table 3: CoAP over TCP header with the length field set to 13, denoting an 8-bit
extended length field.
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Figure 2 shows a single request-response pair exchange performed using CoAP over
TCP, complete with the connection establishment and termination. As can be seen,
the four extra messages of connection termination add 1.5 RTT to the overall con-
nection time. However, the connection termination does not cause any delays for
the message exchange so its effect is negligible. Additionally, unless the connection
initiator decides to wait for the CSM of the acceptor, sending of the CSM does not
delay the sending of the request more than the time it takes to push the bits into
the link. The CSM does take up a fraction of the link capacity but this should be
inconsequential in most cases. Still, using TCP adds a heavy overhead. First, the
number of messages is greater. The three extra messages of TCP connection estab-
lishment add one RTT. However, by far a larger effect on the overhead is caused
by the TCP headers. At the least, when no special TCP header fields are used, the
TCP header adds 40 bytes to each segment. Thus the three-way handshake adds
an extra 120 byte overhead. Likewise, the CSM messages add 80 bytes. Together
this adds up to a 200 byte TCP header overhead caused by messages that do not
carry the actual payload. Finally, the request and the reply message each add 40
bytes, making the total 280 bytes assuming both the request and the reply fit into
single TCP segments. This total does not include the variable-length CoAP over
TCP headers. Their effect may be small if the message sent is minimal, containing
just the length, token length, code and token fields. On the other hand, if extended
length is used, the headers may grow up to 7 bytes. The difference to CoAP over
UDP is notable: for a similar exchange, CoAP over UDP only needs two messages
and their altogether 8 bytes of headers.

SYN

Server CSM 

ACK

SYN-ACK

FIN

FIN-ACK

FIN-ACK

FIN

Client CSM

Request

Response

Figure 2: A single request-response pair sent using CoAP over TCP. The client ini-
tiates the connection, sends its CSM message immediately followed by the request.
After the exchange of this one request-response pair, the connection is closed. Green
arrows show messages carrying actual payload while black ones are related to con-
nection establishment and termination.
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3 Congestion Control

This Chapter offers a brief overview of congestion, related phenomena, and conges-
tion control for both TCP and CoAP. In this Chapter, the key congestion control
algorithms governing TCP functionality and a number of TCP extensions related
to loss recovery are outlined. Additionally, TCP BBR, a new TCP congestion con-
trol is presented. This is followed by an introduction to CoAP congestion control
together with a summary of earlier research into CoCoA performance. Finally, this
Chapter ends with descriptions of certain alternatives to CoCoA congestion control
and short notes about their performance in the constrained setting.

3.1 Congestion

A network is said to be congested when some part of it faces more traffic than it
has the capacity for. This results in packet loss as some of the packets attempt-
ing to traverse the link cannot fit in the buffers along the route and need to be
dropped. Congestion threatens the stability, throughput efficiency, and fairness of
the network [MHT07].

An extremely pathological example of congestion is a congestion collapse. In the
state of congestion collapse, useful network throughput is very low: the network
is filled with spurious retransmissions to such extent that little useful work can be
done, and the link capacity is wasted. Congestion collapse may occur when a reliable
transfer protocol is used, and the network receives a sudden, large burst of data.
The sudden burst makes the actual time it takes a packet to traverse the link to
one direction and back grow faster than the sending end can update its estimate of
how long such a round-trip should take. If, as a consequence, the RTT grows larger
than the time the sender waits before attempting to send again, then a copy of the
same segment is sent over and over again, and the functionality of the network is
reduced [Nag84].

Congestion deteriorates the functionality of the Internet for all its users and leads
to suboptimal utilisation of the available bandwidth. Therefore it is important to
avoid overburdening the network. On the other hand, the capacity of the network
should be utilised as efficiently as possible. The goal of congestion control is twofold:
to efficiently and fairly use all the available bandwidth, without causing congestion.
Different networks pose different challenges to this goal. For example, if the band-
width is on the scale of kilobits, full utilisation is achieved quickly, but there may
be a high risk of congestion so sending should be cautious. On the other hand, if
the bandwidth is on the scale of gigabits, a too cautious approach may lead to the
link staying underutilised for unnecessarily long [MHT07].

To behave in an appropriate manner, an endpoint needs to estimate the link capacity
as accurately as possible. However, achieving reliable measurements is difficult. The
capacity of the links in a particular path is not known and neither is the number
of other senders using the links or how much data they are sending. Even if the
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state of the network was known precisely for some point in time, this information
would quickly become stale as new routes become available and old ones become
unavailable or too costly. Likewise, the number of other connections using the same
paths changes, causing fluctuations in traffic levels [MHT07].

One particular challenge in choosing the correct behaviour is that the routers along
a path may have varying sizes of buffers. Some buffers are shallow, reacting quickly
to congestion, while others can fit many packets and are in turn slower to re-
act [MHT07]. If router buffers are overly large, they hide the actual capacity of
the link from congestion control algorithms that use loss to detect congestion. This
phenomenon of overly large buffers is called bufferbloat [GN11]. Some amount of
buffering is necessary. As traffic levels fluctuate, it is useful to be able to accommo-
date occasional large bursts of data. However, if early losses caused by filled buffers
are prevented too aggressively, the consequence may again be reduced functionality:
high and fluctuating latency and even failure for certain network protocols such as
Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol. This is because the large buffer may cause
the algorithm to overestimate the capacity of the link. First, some data is sent.
This fills the link, but as the buffer is large, it can hold all the data and none of
it is lost—to the sender this looks as if the link is not yet fully utilised, and so it
keeps sending more data. The longer it keeps sending, the higher its estimate for
an appropriate send rate grows. When finally some data is lost, the send rate is
already too high [GN11].

Finally, even if the link state may be estimated to some extent, there is still the
difficulty of choosing appropriate behaviours: what is a suitable send rate, when
to assume data has been lost instead of merely delayed, and when should the data
deemed lost be resent. The question of retransmit logic is particularly challenging.
In the case a segment is expected to be lost because of congestion, it is important to
lower the send rate so that the congestion has a chance to dissipate. On the other
hand, if the loss is expected to be due to an intermittent link error, it is important
to resend as quickly as possible. Here, the type of the network that a protocol is
designed to be used in again affects the behaviour of the protocol. An optical fibre
is not very prone to errors so it is sensible to assume losses signal congestion while
a moving endpoint employing a wireless connection likely suffers from intermittent
link errors, and consequently losses likely reflect that instead of congestion.

In addition to congestion control algorithms for connection endpoints, other tools to
help prevent congestion exist, too. These include, for example, explicit congestion
notifications [RFB01], which allow routers to communicate congestion they detect to
the connection endpoints without dropping packets, and active queue management
algorithms such as random early detection (RED) [FJ93] and the newer controlled
delay (CoDel) [NJ12], which let routers intelligently manage queues instead of merely
not letting new data enter.
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3.2 TCP Congestion Control

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), is a connection-oriented, reliable transport
protocol. It needs to ensure that a message is successfully delivered to the receiver,
and that the amount of data it sends is proportional to the capacity of the link so
as to avoid causing congestion. Originally defined in RFC 793 [Pos81], the protocol
has since received many updates.

The four key congestion control algorithms governing TCP functionality are Slow
Start, Congestion Avoidance, Fast Retransmit, and Fast Recovery [APB09]. A TCP
connection starts in the Slow Start phase after the three-way handshake that ini-
tialises the connection. It is followed by the Congestion Avoidance phase. Fast Re-
transmit and Fast Recovery control loss recovery procedure. Specifically, this thesis
presents the newer version of Fast Recovery, the New Reno Fast Recovery [HFGN12].

In Slow start, a TCP connection aims to utilise the capacity of the link as well
as possible. It achieves this by making the congestion window (cwnd) as large as
possible. The congestion window limits the number of unacknowledged segments
that can be in flight. During Slow Start, if an acknowledgement covers new data,
the congestion window is increased by one maximum segment size (MSS). This is
done until the Slow Start threshold is reached or a loss occurs. The initial value of
the Slow Start threshold is set as high as possible to allow full utilisation of the link.
The Slow Start threshold and the congestion window are set during the connection
initialisation. During the Slow Start, the congestion window is nearly doubled on
each round-trip time. When the Slow Start threshold is reached, TCP enters the
Congestion Avoidance phase. In congestion avoidance, the congestion window is
increased by up to one MSS per RTT until a loss is assumed.

There are two events that lead TCP to deduce that a loss has occurred. The first
one is the expiration of the retransmission timer (RTO) [PACS11]. The RTO timer
attempts to conservatively estimate the round-trip time (RTT). That is, how long it
should take for a segment to reach the receiver and for the acknowledgement from the
receiver to reach the sender. It is set for the first unacknowledged segment. The value
for the RTO timer, shown in Equation (1), is based on two variables: the smoothed
round-trip time, SRTT, and the round-trip time variation, RTTVAR [PACS11]. For
the first RTT sample S, RTTVAR is calculated as in Equation (2), and SRTT
as in Equation (3). For subsequent measurements, RTTVAR is calculated as in
Equation (4), and SRTT as in Equation (5). The variation, RTTVAR, is always
calculated first and the smoothed round-trip time only after that. Clock granularity
is denoted with G while K is a constant set to four. In case RTTVAR multiplied
with K equals zero, the variance must be rounded to G seconds.

If the RTO timer expires, TCP enters the Slow Start phase again, with the Slow
Start threshold set to half the current congestion window value while the congestion
window is set to 1 MSS.

RTO := SRTT +max(G,K · RTTVAR) (1)
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RTTVAR :=
S

2
(2)

SRTT := S (3)

RTTVAR :=
7

8
· RTTVAR +

1

8
· ‖SRTT − Sn‖ (4)

SRTT :=
3

4
· SRTT +

1

4
· S (5)

The other loss event is receiving multiple, consecutive acknowledgements for the
same segment: these are said to be duplicate acknowledgements. TCP considers
three duplicate acknowledgements, that is, altogether four acknowledgements for
the same segment, to be a loss event. In this case, it is not necessary to act as
conservatively as it is in the case of RTO expiration—the network has been capable
of transferring at least some segments. In this case, the recovery begins with a Fast
Retransmit : the requested segment is immediately sent, before its retransmission
timer expires. This is followed by the Fast Recovery, and the Slow Start phase is
entirely bypassed.

TCP New Reno

TCP New Reno [HFGN12] introduced a subtle but important improvement over the
earlier TCP Reno [APB09] to the Fast Recovery phase. In case there are multiple
losses in one send window, the Reno Fast Recovery algorithm must wait for time-
outs or three duplicate acknowledgements separately for each lost segment. This is
inefficient. In contrast, when three duplicate acknowledgements are received in New
Reno, the sequence number of the latest sent segment is saved in a variable called
recover. Then New Reno to continues in Fast Recovery until it receives an acknowl-
edgement covering recover arrives. At that point all data that was outstanding
before entering Fast Recovery has been acknowledged.

However, it is possible that an ACK does not acknowledge all outstanding data
even though it does cover new, previously unacknowledged data. Such ACKs are
called partial. During Fast Recovery, whenever an ACK arrives, there are three
possibilities: the ACK was duplicate, the ACK was partial, or the ACK covered
recover. If the ACK was duplicate, 1 MSS is added to the congestion window. If the
ACK was partial, the first outstanding segment is resent and the congestion window
is reduced by the amount of data that the partial ACK acknowledged. If that amount
was at least equal to MSS, 1 MSS is added to congestion window. Additionally,
on the first partial ACK, the RTO timer is reset. On both partial and duplicate
acknowledgements, new, unsent data may be sent in case the congestion window
allows it, and there is new data to send. Finally, if the ACK covered recover, Fast
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Recovery is exited. Fast Recovery is also exited upon an RTO timeout. Otherwise
New Reno continues in Fast Recovery.

Recovery-related extensions

There are numerous extensions to the TCP protocol, each updating some part of
it or adding a new functionality. This thesis outlines some extensions that govern
how recovery is performed, namely Limited Transmit [ABF01], Proportional Rate
Reduction [MDC13], and Selective Acknowledgements [MMFR96].

Limited Transmit [ABF01] is a slight modification to TCP that increases the prob-
ability to recover from loss or reordering, using Fast Recovery instead of the costly
RTO recovery. Limited Transmit is designed for situations where the congestion
window is too small to allow generating three duplicate acknowledgements. In such
a case, if three segments are sent, and one of them is lost, the receiver will not be able
to generate three duplicate acknowledgements. Consequently the sender will need to
wait until the RTO expires. A similar problem may also occur if multiple segments
are lost. With Limited Transmit, a new data segment is sent upon the first and
the second duplicate acknowledgements, provided the receive window allows, and
there is new data to send. Sending new data is more useful than retransmitting old
segments in case the segments were merely reordered. Limited Transmit follows the
packet conservation principle: one segment is sent per arriving ACK. As there is no
reason to assume congestion, no congestion-related actions are needed, and thus so
Limited Transmit follows the spirit of TCP congestion control principles. Limited
Transmit can be used with or without selective acknowledgements.

Proportional Rate Reduction [MDC13] (PRR) updates the way the amount of sent
data is calculated during Fast Recovery. It sets a bound to how much the con-
gestion window can be reduced, regardless of whether the reduction is caused by
losses or the sending application pausing for a while or for another reason. PRR
attempts to balance the window adjustments so that the window is not reduced too
much, which would reduce performance, but so that bursts are avoided as well. The
congestion control algorithm in use sets the Slow Start threshold. Then, upon an
acknowledgement, in case PRR deems that the estimated number of outstanding
segments is higher than the Slow Start threshold, the number of segments to send
is calculated using the PRR formula. Otherwise either of two possible reduction-
bounding algorithm is used. An implementation may choose between a more and a
less conservative algorithm.

Selective acknowledgements (SACK) [MMFR96] allow the receiver to communicate
exactly which segments it has received and consequently which it has not: this lets
the sender to quickly retransmit only those segments that have actually been lost.
In contrast, in a TCP connection without SACKs, if multiple segments are lost, it
takes long for the sender to know about it as only one lost segment can be indicated
in an RTT. A limitation of SACKs is that the SACK information is communicated
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in the headers: the size of the options field in the TCP header may not always allow
communication all missing segments to the sender.

TCP BBR

TCP New Reno is loss-based: it assumes lost segments indicate congestion. This
assumption was sensible in the networks of past but the relationship between the two
is no longer as straightforward. In contrast, Bottleneck Bandwidth and Round-trip
propagation time (BBR) is a model-based congestion control [CCG+16]. Instead of
reacting to perceived events such as losses or delays, it attempts to build an accurate
model of the current state of the network it is operating in and adjusts its behaviour
accordingly. The aim of TCP BBR is to operate at the exact point where the buffer
of the bottleneck link is full, but where there is no queue yet. At that point, the
link is optimally utilised, and no packet drops occur due to queue overflowing. To
achieve this, the send rate must not exceed the bandwidth of the bottleneck link,
and the amount of in-flight data should be close to the bandwidth-delay product.

The core of the BBR network model is to estimate the rate and the bandwidth of the
bottleneck link of the path. TCP BBR uses two variables to track these estimates:
RTprop and BtlBW. RTprop is a minimum of all the RTT measurements over a
window of ten seconds. A single RTT measurement is the interval calculated from
the first transmission of a packet until the arrival of its ACK or, if available, from
the TCP timestamp option [BBJS14]. BtlBW is the maximum of delivered data
divided by the elapsed time over a widow of 10 RTT. BtlBW is naturally limited by
the send rate as it would be impossible to have the delivery rate be higher than the
send rate. Likewise, RTprop cannot be lower than the actual RTT of the link. The
product of BtlBW and RTprop is the estimated bandwidth-delay product (BDP) of
the link. Finally, TCP BBR discards samples it deems unsuitable to prevent them
from distorting the model. Such samples are application-limited : they were sent
when the send rate was limited by the sending application not having data to send
within in the measurement window.

As usual, the amount of in-flight data is limited by the congestion window, cwnd,
which is simply a product of the BDP estimate and cwnd_gain, a variable used
to scale the bandwidth-delay product estimate. BBR adjusts this gain factor as
needed to reach a suitable value for the congestion window. Notably, in TCP BBR,
the congestion window is not an exact strict limit like it commonly is in other
congestion controls. However, it is involved in the calculation of the allowed amount
of in-flight data. In-flight data also has a lower bound of 4 SMSS, except right after
loss recovery. This ensures sufficient amount of data in transit even in a situation
where the estimated BDP is low due to, for example, delayed ACKs. Finally, the
rate at which data can be sent, the pacing_rate is simply a product of the BtlBW
and the scaling factor pacing_gain, which controls the draining and the filling of
the link. If pacing_rate is less than one, the send rate is less than the bottleneck
capacity, and vice versa. In particular, if the current send rate is lower than the
BtlBW and the send rate is increased, the RTT is not affected. This is easy to see:
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as long as the link can fit all the segments sent, the exact number of the segments
has no effect on the RTT as there is no queuing delay involved.

BBR faces one challenge when forming its model: observing both the bandwidth
and the round trip propagation times simultaneously is impossible. To find out the
bandwidth of the link, the link must be overfull, meaning there must be a queue.
Yet, if a queue exists, it is impossible to find out the real RTT, as the measurement
would be distorted by the queue. To overcome this limitation, BBR must alternate
between probing for the RTT and the bandwidth of the link. This alternation
forms the major part of BBR operation. The state machine governing BBR is
shown in Figure 3. Of the four states in the BBR state machine, a BBR connection
spends most time in the ProbeBW and ProbeRTT states, which correspond to the
conflicting needs of the model described above.

When a TCP BBR connection is established, it first enters the Startup phase. Like
Slow Start in New Reno, this phase is aggressive: the send rate is doubled on
each round. This aggressive probing is performed to ensure the bandwidth of the
path becomes quickly fully utilised, regardless of the link capacity. BBR stays in the
Startup state until a queue formation is detected. This is where TCP BBR radically
differs from TCP New Reno: it does not wait until a segment is lost. Instead, it
waits until the RTprop estimate starts to grow. BBR assumes a queue is formed
when the BtlBW estimate plateaus: if three attempts to double the send rate only
result in a small, under 25% increase, there is a plateau. When this happens, a
BBR connection enters the Drain state, in order to achieve its goal of operating at
the onset of a queue. In the Drain state, BBR lets the queues its probing formed
dissipate by backing off for a period of time: pacing_gain is set to the inverse of the
value that was used in Startup. The connection also keeps the bandwidth estimate
it arrived at while in the startup state. Now BBR has an estimate for both the RTT
and the bandwidth, and it may calculate the bandwidth-delay product. As soon as
the amount of data in-flight is back down to the estimated BDP, BBR starts sending
using the estimated bandwidth rate and enters the ProbeBW state.

In the Probe BW state, BBR attempts to gain more capacity to ensure that it can
keep its fair share of the link in a situation where the available capacity of the link
has increased. This is achieved by rotating between different values of pacing_gain

Drain Startup

Probe

RTT

Probe

BW

Figure 3: The BBR state machine. Most of the time a connection is in the Probe
BW state.
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in a predefined manner, as shown in Figure 4, using eight phases lasting roughly the
estimated round trip propagation time. If, as a result of increasing pacing_gain, the
bandwidth estimate changes, BBR keeps the new estimate and the ensuing higher
send rate. If it does not change, BBR backs off by lowering the send rate in a way
that allows any queues that were possibly formed to drain using a decreased value
for pacing_gain. More precisely, the probing phase sets pacing_gain to 5/4, while
the following phase sets it to 3/4, respectively, to clear possible queues. In the six
other phases, pacing_gain is kept at one. While the order of the phases is set, the
first phase is randomly chosen. The randomisation lessens the likelihood of multiple
BBR streams being synchronised in their probing, as well as ensures fair cooperation
with possible other algorithms using the same link. Only the phase that decreases
the rate is excluded from being the first phase. This is natural as the decrease is
only used to dissipate possible queues. Changing the values of pacing_gain in this
manner results in a wave-like send rate pattern as depicted in Figure 5.

Whenever a TCP BBR flow has been sending continuously for the duration of an
entire RTprop window, and it has not observed a RTT sample that would either
decrease the current RTprop value or match it for ten seconds, the Probe RTT
state is entered. Most commonly this is from the Probe BW state. In this state
the congestion window is set to four. The goal of the Probe RTT state is to ensure
all concurrent BBR flows are sending with this small window simultaneously for at
least a short period of time so that any possible queue in the bottleneck is drained,
and the minimum RTT can be accurately estimated. After maintaining this state
for at least 200 milliseconds and one RTT, the state is exited. If the estimates at the
end of Probe RTT show that the pipe is not full, the next state is Startup, which
attempts to fill the pipe. Otherwise the next state is Probe BW.

5/4

3/4

1

1

1

1

1

1

Figure 4: When in the Probe BW state, TCP BBR alternates between eight different
states in a circular fashion, and pacing_gain is set according to the state. Any of
the eight states except for the one that sets pacing gain to 3/4 may be accessed first.
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TCP BBR also differs from the other common congestion control algorithms in
the way it handles losses [JCCY19]. It assumes that a loss event signals changes
in the path, warranting a more conservative approach. Further, it considers an
RTO expiration to signal the loss of all unacknowledged segments, and therefore
begins the recovery by retransmitting them. It then saves the current value of
the congestion window. If the RTO expires and there is no other data waiting to
be acknowledged, the congestion window is set to one. BBR then sends a single
segment and continues afterwards to increase send rate as it normally would, based
on the number of successfully delivered segments, either up to the target congestion
window, or without a boundary. On the other hand, if there is some data in flight
when the timer expires, the congestion window is set to equal the in-flight data. BBR
then begins to packet conservation: on the first round of recovery, it sends as many
segments as it receives acknowledgements. On the following rounds, it may send up
to two times that number of segments. Once an RTT has passed, conservation ends.
When the loss recovery is finished, BBR restores congestion window to the value it
had before entering recovery.
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Figure 5: The send rate fluctuates as pacing gain values are rotated in the Probe
BW state.

3.3 CoAP Congestion Control

A single smart object might not generate a significant amount of data. However,
even IoT devices may need congestion control as a large number of these small
devices together may cause congestion, if they are using the same bottleneck link
at the same time. For example, a sensor network consisting of accelerometers may
detect the same seismic event at the same time. When all of the nodes react to
the event simultaneously, they cause a spike in traffic. This in turn may cause
congestion [BGDP16].
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The Default CoAP congestion control

CoAP needs to be usable even in extremely constrained IoT devices. These devices
may have very little RAM, which limits, for example, the amount of state informa-
tion that can be kept at a time. Consequently, CoAP lacks sophisticated congestion
control. The main congestion control mechanism of CoAP is to limit the number
of outstanding interactions to a particular host to one, as described in Chapter 2.2.
Additionally, it employs a simple exponential back-off in case a message is deemed
lost. When a new confirmable message is sent, the RTO timer is set to a random
value between two and three seconds. If no acknowledgement is received before the
timer expires, the timer value is doubled for the next attempt, and the message is
retransmitted. By default, after four failed retransmission attempts, the message
is discarded. At most, the retransmission timeout can be 48 seconds: this is for
the fourth retransmission. A message that requires all the four retransmissions but
never receives an acknowledgement may at maximum require altogether 93 seconds
of waiting for the expiration. Figure 6 shows the timing of the transmissions in
such a case. As only one message can be in flight at a time for a given connection,
there are no holes to be filled and thus no duplicate acknowledgements that would
indicate some messages did arrive while others are still missing. Thus the expira-
tion of the retransmission timer is the only way for CoAP to deduce that it should
resend a message. The CoAP specification allows implementations to change both
the maximum number of retransmissions and the number of concurrent outstanding
interactions (NSTART).

3 s
6 s 12 s

45 s 93 s

4th retransmission3rd retransmission

2nd retransmission

1st retransmission

Initial transmission

Transmission discarded

0 s
3 s

9 s 21 s
24 s 48 s

Figure 6: CoAP transmissions for a message when the initial RTO is set to three
seconds. The lower numbers are the binary exponential back-off value while the
upper numbers show the time.

CoCoA

The stateless CoAP default congestion control of is extremely straightforward and
consequently may perform poorly. The more sophisticated CoAP Simple Con-
gestion Control/Advanced (CoCoA) congestion control, aims to remedy the situ-
ation [BBGD18]. CoCoA has been shown to improve the throughput, the latency,
and the ability to recover from bursts in many different settings and scenarios,
and to perform at least as well as the Default CoAP congestion control [BGDP16,
BGDP15, JDK15]. The most notable difference between CoCoA and the Default
CoAP congestion control is that CoCoA keeps more state information, allowing it to
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take into account the state of the network. Namely, CoCoA continuously measures
the RTT between endpoints, attempts estimates the actual RTT of the link based
on these samples, and changes its RTO value based on the estimate. Consequently,
CoCoA is able react to network events in a more flexible way than the Default CoAP
congestion control.

The RTO estimation in CoCoA is modelled after the TCP RTO estimation. How-
ever, to be better adapted to constrained networks, some changes were introduced.
Unlike TCP, which must use Karn’s algorithm [KP87], CoCoA does not discard
ambiguous RTT samples [PACS11]. That is, samples measured from segments that
were retransmitted before receiving an acknowledgement. These samples are am-
biguous because it is not clear whether the ACK was sent based on the original
transmission or one of the later ones. The ambiguous samples are taken into ac-
count in CoCoA because it is expected that in IoT networks packet loss indicates
link errors rather than congestion [BGDP16]. This is also why CoCoA employs two
RTO estimators: the strong (6) and the weak estimator (7). The strong estimator is
updated when an acknowledgement arrives before any retransmissions are required.
Conversely, the weak estimator is updated when an acknowledgement for a first or
a second retransmission arrives: that is, if the acknowledgement arrives before the
third retransmission has been sent. Any responses arriving after the third retrans-
mission is sent are ignored. The current RTO estimate is based on the estimator
that was last updated. In this way CoCoA can benefit from the less reliable samples
without placing undue weight on their importance. In case retransmissions are re-
quired, it is ambiguous which transmission of a message is being acknowledged. For
this reason, when updating the weak estimator, CoCoA calculates the RTT using
the initial transmission time instead of any of the later transmission attempts.

RTOnew := 0.5 · Estrong + 0.5 ·RTOprevious (6)

RTOnew := 0.25 · Eweak + 0.75 ·RTOprevious (7)

Backoff logic for CoCoA differs from the Default CoAP. Both the weak and the
strong estimator are based on the algorithm for computing TCP’s retransmission
timer [PACS11], presented in Section 3.2. However, some differences exist. First, a
variable back-off (VBF) is used. In case the current RTO is less than a second, the
new RTO will be 3 ·RTO so that the retransmissions are spread out sufficiently and
do not expire too quickly, even if the initial RTO was very low. For example, if the
RTO is 0.9 seconds it is multiplied by 3 as per the lower limit of the variable back-off,
resulting in an RTO estimate of 2.7 seconds. If the RTO falls between one and three
seconds, the new RTO will be 2 ·RTO as in the base CoAP definition. Finally, if the
current RTO is higher than three seconds, the new RTO is 1.5 ·RTO. This ensures
that retransmissions can be handled within the specified maximum time a transmit
may take, even if the initial RTO was large. Second, the initial RTO is doubled in
CoCoA, and is thus two seconds unless the endpoint communicates with multiple
endpoints, in which case the initial RTO is two seconds times the number of parallel
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exchanges. Third, the constant K used in the RTO estimation as a multiplier for
RTTVAR has been decreased from four to one for the weak estimator, in order
to ensure a high RTTVAR does not lead to a rapid growth of the RTO estimate.
This could easily happen in a situation where an ambiguous measurement is made
after one or two retransmits. For the strong estimate, K is kept four. Finally,
the exponential back-off is not allowed to grow over 32 seconds. CoCoA dithers
retransmissions between 1·RTO and 1.5·RTO as in the CoAP base definition.

RTO := 1s+ (0.5 ·RTO) (8)

Another distinct feature of CoCoA is ageing. Both small and large estimator values
are aged if they do not receive updates. An estimator is doubled, if its value stays
under one second without updates for 16 times its current value. This is helpful in
preventing spurious RTOs. If after a long period of low, below 1 second, RTOs the
connection suddenly worsens considerably, and no new RTT measurements are made
because of packet losses and long delays, aging ensures that the RTO estimate is
quickly increased. Likewise, if the value of an estimator is higher than three seconds
and it is not updated for four times its current value, the value is set according to
equation 8. For example, if the RTO has reached 4.5 seconds, and is not updated for
18 seconds (4·4.5 = 18), it is reduced to 3.25 seconds (1s+0.5·4.5 = 3.25). This way
the ageing mechanisms help CoCoA more quickly return to normal function after
a burst. Finally, the recommended minimum time to keep an RTO value is 255
seconds, a little over 4 minutes. This is to diminish the chance that an unsuitable
initial RTO value is used when a better estimate would be available.

CoCoA and CoAP performance

CoCoA achieves better throughput than Default CoAP when congestion level is high
because it can adapt the RTO value to the traffic level, and consequently needs fewer
retransmissions. Default CoAP has been found to outperform CoCoA only under
light load. In this case CoCoA suffered from occasional spurious retransmissions if
its RTO estimate tracked the RTT too closely. Default CoAP avoids such problems
because of its fixed RTO range [BGDP13]. However, this observation was made
using an older version of CoCoA. The current version includes the variable backoff
factor and other changes to the RTO calculation that should prevent the problem.

In contrast, a later study found CoCoA to use too high RTO values during high
congestion. This motivated an improved version of CoCoA, CoCoA+, that aimed
to limit extreme RTO values. CoCoA+ was found to be more reliable in comparison
to both Default CoAP and the CoCoA draft of the time. It better handled sudden
changes and also adapted to different levels of congestion: in 5 out 8 cases CoCoA+
also achieved the lowest settling time after a burst. In the two cases where the
then-current CoCoA did settle faster than CoCoA+, the ratio of successfully sent
segments to all segments was still better for CoCoA+: it sacrificed settling speed
for reliability. [BGDP15]
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Another study employing CoCoA+ with minor tweaks to variable values confirmed
these results [BGDK14]. The changes introduced in CoCoA+ have been incorpo-
rated into the CoCoA draft after some further refinements, and so these results
should be applicable to current CoCoA as well.

However, CoCoA still occasionally suffers from too high RTO values, caused by
the contributions of the weak estimator [JRCK18a, BSP16, JDK15]. This may
happen when the traffic level is high [JDK15], when the buffer size is small, or when
the environment is bufferbloated and the connection state frequently reset so that
historical data is not readily available [JRCK18a]. The variable backoff factor limits
extremities, which might cause further retransmissions. In such a case CoCoA has
been seen to have generally high RTOs and yet require notably many retransmissions
compared with Default CoAP [JRCK18a]. On the other hand, Default CoAP is
also shown to often retransmit unnecessarily under high load. This is especially
pronounced when buffer size is very large. Default CoAP resets the RTO for each
new message, even if for the previous one the default value was found to be too low.
As the link is congested, some spurious retransmissions are dropped from the router
queue, yet consuming resources of the link, and causing delay for useful traffic.
Indeed, when congestion level is high, and the buffer in the bottleneck is large,
CoCoA is able to complete a transfer faster than the Default CoAP, and it likewise
requires fewer retransmits. Finally, when errors are introduced into the network,
CoCoA flows complete quicker than Default CoAP flows, especially when the error
rate is high. This again is because of the adaptive RTO, which is often lower than
for Default CoAP [JRCK18a].

Newer results confirm the efficiency of CoCoA over Default CoAP [BGDP16, JDK15,
JRCK18a, JRCK18b], although under certain specific conditions Default CoAP may
still outperfom CoCoA [BSP16, JRCK18a]. CoCoA is found to have higher through-
put, shorter flow completion time, and fewer retransmits than CoAP [JDK15]. Even
when the network is lossy, CoCoA is able to adjust the RTO correctly and avoid
bogus values. In contrast, CoAP does not adapt so it cannot perform as well as
CoCoA. It uses a fixed range of RTO values, cutting off values low and high that
might be useful under certain conditions. If the RTT is actually lower than the
RTO range allows, the capacity of the link is not utilised well as retransmitting is
done too conservatively. On the other hand, if RTT is equal to, or, greater than
what the RTO range allows, spurious retransmissions are likely. [BGDP16] If such
unnecessary retransmissions occur, they may even lead to a worse congestive state,
causing further losses and thereby making transmission times ever longer as RTO
values are backed off [JDK15]. CoCoA is able to keep sane RTO values because of
the variable backoff factor and ageing: without them, the RTO values might grow
too large, and the overall RTO would not decay towards the default unless new up-
dates were available. There would be a risk of the RTO staying artificially inflated
after a period of inactivity [BGDP16]
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3.4 Alternatives to CoCoA

In addition to the Default CoAP congestion control and the improved CoCoA con-
gestion control, various other algorithms have been studied in the constrained set-
ting. The congestion control algorithms discussed here include some specifically
designed for use by CoAP, such as CoCoA-Fast, CoCoA-S, and CoCoA-Strong, as
well as CoAP implementations of RTO algorithms originally designed for TCP but
adapted to CoAP, namely Linux RTO, and Peak-Hopper. These alternatives are
compared to CoCoA, as it has been shown to perform better than CoAP, and an
improved congestion control algorithm should be able to outperform it.

Simple CoCoA variants

The key improvement of CoCoA over CoAP is the ability to react to the network
environment by keeping track of the measured RTT values and adjusting the RTO
timer accordingly. CoCoA attempts to leverage the information available in the form
of acknowledgements arriving after retransmissions despite the ambiguous nature of
such RTT values. Consequently, the study of CoCoA has focused on tuning the
related parameters and mechanisms.

CoCoA+ featured improvements that proved to be useful, and so were incorporated
into the current CoCoA specification after some modifications. These include re-
ducing the value of K to 1, replacing the original binary exponential backoff with
a variable backoff factor, and ageing for values that are high as before CoCoA only
aged low RTO values [BGDP15].

CoCoA-Strong does not react to a single loss: on subsequent losses and otherwise
it behaves exactly as CoCoA. The reasoning behind the change is the expectation
that losses are due to link errors rather than congestion. While this behaviour may
cause worse congestion in case the first loss was indeed due to congestion, it may
also help in sending more promptly in the face of link errors. [BSP16]

CoCoA-Fast also behaves as CoCoA but the values of the variable backoff factors
and the backoff threshold, as well as both the initial and the maximum RTO, are
reduced to make its behaviour more aggressive: CoCoA RTO values have been
shown to reach values too high above the actual RTT. This is especially pronounced
in an environment where wireless loss is frequent: CoCoA is not able to distinguish
between congestion and link errors. CoCoA-Fast is shown to have more realistic
RTO values yet it is claimed to still be too conservative. [BSP16]

CoCoA-S [BGDP16, BGDP13] only employs the strong estimate, but is otherwise
the same as CoCoA. It requires less state information, making it a lightweight al-
ternative to the full CoCoA [BGDP13]. The lack of the weak estimator prevents
CoCoA-S from achieving accurate RTT estimates, especially when the link faces high
levels of traffic [BGDP13], and it tends to have lower RTO values than baseline Co-
CoA [BGDP16]. Consequently CoCoA outperforms it. CoCoA-S does have shorter
idle periods after losses [BGDP13], but at the same time it is too aggressive in face of
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bursts, and the lower RTOs increase the likelihood of spurious retransmissions when
the RTT estimate is very close to the actual RTT [BGDP16]. This makes CoCoA-S
less efficient in reducing the number of packets in buffers, leading to more dropped
packets, that is, less efficient usage of the available bandwidth [BGDP13]. Despite
these shortcomings, CoCoA-S outperforms Default CoAP as it can adapt the RTO
to the conditions of the network [BGDP13]. Variable back-off factor and the ageing
mechanism help it to avoid too high RTO values [BGDP16]. CoCoA-S is especially
suitable for low-RTT connections over a link that suffers few losses [BGDP16].

Alternative RTO algorithms

Some alternative RTO algorithms have also been studied in the constrained set-
ting [BGDP16, JDK15, BKG13]. Here are discussed two well-known TCP RTO
algorithms, Peak-Hopper [EL04] and Linux RTO [SK02]. Both identify problems
with the RFC 6298 [PACS11] RTO algorithm, preceded by RFC 2988 [PA00], and
aim to remedy those.

Linux RTO identifies two problems. The first one is too high RTO caused by sudden
drops in RTT that make RTTVAR grow, while the second one is spurious retrans-
missions caused by the RTO tracking the RTT too closely. Linux RTO introduces
two changes. First, the effect that the variance term has on the SRTT is lowered
in cases where the RTT sample measured is notably lower than the smoothed av-
erage. RTO is not increased if the most recent RTT sample shows that the RTT
is decreasing below the RTT values that were available before. This enables it to
avoid RTO peaks when it deems the link conditions to be improving. It does decay
the RTO value if the following RTT samples stay low. Second, Linux RTO uses a
special mean deviance variable to reduce the effect of RTTVAR. It may be updated
more often than RTTVAR, which may only be reduced once in an RTT. If this
variable produces a higher estimate, RTTVAR is increased immediately, so that in
effect RTTVAR is a maximum of this variable and the last RTT. [SK02]

Peak-Hopper identifies more problems, the key ones being slow response to RTT
peaks, conservative reaction to sudden low RTT, too short history of RTT sam-
ples, and too low minimum RTO. Peak-Hopper was designed for situations where
other means of detecting loss are unsuitable, for example, when there are too few
acknowledgements in flight to enable the use of a more sophisticated loss recovery
mechanism. The key idea in Peak-Hopper is that the reaction to a decreasing RTT
estimate should be cautious and that, on the other hand, a growing RTT estimate
warrants an aggressive reaction. Additionally, the RTO should depend on the RTT
variance. Like CoCoA, Peak-Hopper employs two RTO algorithms: the short-term
history and the long-term history. The first one takes into account the current
situation and recent events. It responds to a growing RTT. The latter is used to
slowly decay the current RTO. Peak-Hopper always chooses the maximum of these
two RTO estimates. In case the short-term history captures an increase in RTT,
the long-term history is reset, and the RTO calculation is based on the short-term
estimate. [EL04]
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CoCoA might be more suitable for IoT settings than the protocols that have been
designed for more general use cases [BGDP16]. Compared to two other RTT-based
algorithms, namely Linux RTO and Peak-Hopper, CoCoA behaves in a stable way:
all flows complete in roughly the same time compared to Peak-Hopper, for which
some flows take notably long time to finish [JDK15].

The two algorithms perform similarly in constrained settings. Both are clearly an
improvement over the Default CoAP fixed range RTO, but comparing to CoCoA,
the results are mixed. As neither takes into account ambiguous samples, they may
sometimes have low RTO values and resend too aggressively. Linux RTO [BGDP16]
or both [JDK15] have been noted to use very low RTO values. Too aggressive RTO
values lead to spurious retransmissions, and both have been shown to need more re-
transmissions than CoCoA [BGDP16, JDK15]. Consequently, both may have worse
average throughput than CoCoA [BGDP16], and during very high congestion, Linux
RTO and Peak-Hopper clients may take notably long to finish their transactions,
which is partly explained by the number of retransmissions [JDK15]. As the retrans-
missions have exponential backoffs, the delays caused may be very long [JDK15].

Additionally, both have also been shown to maintain these large backed off RTO
values, and to reuse them for new transactions when multiple retransmissions have
taken place. If packets are frequently lost, idle periods due to high RTO occur
often [BGDP16]. For Peak-Hopper specifically, the way it quickly reacts to signs of
increasing traffic may lead to high RTO values that are kept too long because the
RTO does not decay quickly enough. In case the RTT naturally fluctuates, which
may be typical in an IoT scenario, the quick increase in RTO may be unwarranted:
when packets are lost, an unnecessarily high RTO value is used because the RTO
is not lowered quickly enough, delaying retransmissions [BGDP16]. Finally, the
nature of Peak-Hopper is visible in burst recovery, which may be time-consuming:
RTT peaks cause the RTO value to grow quickly but new samples showing a lower
RTT have no such effect: instead the RTO decays slowly [BGDP16].

Due to these phenomena, Linux RTO and Peak-Hopper are not able to outper-
form CoCoA, and in general do not adapt well to IoT communication patterns and
environments [BGDP16]. The algorithms might benefit from including weak sam-
ples [BGDP16] but including only unambiguous samples has the benefit of avoiding
needlessly high RTO values [JDK15]. For example, if there are many retransmis-
sions, the weak estimator of CoCoA makes the RTO grow very high. As these two
algorithms ignore ambiguous samples, they are able to act more efficiently. Thus,
when congestion is high, they have also been shown to outperform CoCoA. In such
high congestion scenarios some Linux RTO and Peak-Hopper clients were very slow
to finish transactions, yet still the median completion times these algorithms at-
tained were low compared to CoCoa. It should be noted that in this study the
maximum RTO value for Peak-Hopper and Linux RTO was 60 while for CoCoA it
was the default 32 seconds, which may in part explain these long tails. Additionally,
they also were able to successfully finish a CON-ACK pair transaction on the first
attempt more often [JDK15].
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4 Experiment Setup

This Chapter details the test environment and the design of the experiments as well
as presents the metrics used in explaining the results.

4.1 Experiment Design and Workloads

The scenario emulated in this work is illustrated in Figure 7. In this scenario, one
or more IoT devices communicate with a fixed server in the Internet, using a shared
NB-IoT link, which connects them to the global Internet. This is a typical scenario
in IoT, for example, in smart home appliances: the IoT devices collect data, which
they send to a server in the cloud.

IoT device n

IoT device 1

IoT device 2

Shared constrained link

Downlink 30 kbps

1-way delay 400 msecs

MTU 295 or 576 bytes

Internet Fixed host

Gbit/s link

Random delay 20 msecs

Figure 7: The system emulated in the experiments. One or multiple IoT devices
communicate with a fixed host in the Internet using a shared constrained link.

Long-lived connections

While CoAP traffic typically consists of short request-response pairs, sometimes
also larger amounts of data may need to be transferred. Such a need may arise, for
example, when an IoT device needs to receive a firmware update. The focus of this
thesis is on these kinds of long-lived connections during which a large amount of
data is transferred. Specifically, in these experiments, only a single CoAP request-
response pair is exchanged. The request is small enough to fit into one CoAPmessage
but the response payload is large enough, 102,400 bytes, to require multiple UDP or
TCP protocol data units to be transmitted. The content of the payload is irrelevant
for the study, and not used for any purpose in the experiments.

There are two test cases. In the first one, only a single client communicates with
the fixed host. In the second one, four clients communicate simultaneously with the
same fixed host. In both cases, the server is started first and the clients shortly
thereafter. There is a small delay before the UDP clients send their first message or
the TCP clients initiate the connection to the server. The delay is randomised so
that the four concurrent clients do not immediately congest the link by starting to
transmit at exactly the same time.
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UDP transfer details

Figure 8 illustrates the progression of a UDP flow. In this case, Block-Wise Transfer
presented in Section 2.2 needs to be used. First, the server is started. Then, the
client sends a request to the server—the request does not include Block-Wise options.
The server then responds with the first block of the transfer, including in the message
the necessary Block-Wise options. When the client in this way has received the first
block, it requests the subsequent block. Again, the server responds and the client
requests a new block. This is repeated until the client has received the block with
the More bit unset, indicating that this block is the last one. The block size in this
setting is 256 bytes, and the client accepts this size without further negotiation.

CON 1, GET, /hello

ACK 1, 2.05 Content, 2:0/1/4 (2
56)

CON 2, GET, /hello, 1:1/0/4 (256)

ACK 2, 2.05 Content, 2:1/1/4

CON 3, GET, /hello, 2:2/0/4

ACK 400, 2.05 C
ontent, 2:400/0/

4

Client Fixed host

Figure 8: Transferring a large payload using block-wise transfer with the Block
option 2. A client requests a resource which is too large to fit into a single CoAP
message. The server indicates it will use block-wise transfer such that the block size
is set to 4, that is, 256-bit blocks are transferred. The client agrees with the size
and requests the block it wishes to receive next. The More bit is set in all but the
last block the server sends.

TCP transfer details

A CoAP over TCP flow proceeds as follows. First, the server is started. It does
not wait for the client to send its CSM before sending its own. Before initiating a
connection to the fixed host, the client waits for a random period of time. After the
initiation, the client sends its CSM, immediately followed by its request. Finally,
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when the server receives the request of the client, it starts sending the large reply.
When the traffic is carried over TCP, Block-Wise Transfer is not used. Instead,
the large reply is a single CoAP message, carried in multiple TCP segments, out of
which only the first one includes the CoAP headers.

Like the payload, the CSM messages are not significant, and are discarded. They are
only included to conform with the specification and to provide additional burden on
the network. As the CoAP over TCP headers include the message length, the client
knows when the transfer is complete. The MTU for the link is 296 bytes, leaving
256 bytes for payload after the IP and TCP headers. Thus the entire transfer takes
401 TCP segments, which is roughly the same as in the UDP setup.

Short-lived connections

In addition to the results presented in this thesis, also short-lived connections
were evaluated in the environment described in this Chapter [JPR+18, JRCK18a,
JRCK18b]. In the workload for short-lived connections, the clients exchange short
60-byte CoAP messages with the same fixed server. Two types of clients were em-
ployed: continuous and random. Continuous clients keep exchanging messages until
altogether 50 have been exchanged. Random clients exchange altogether 50 mes-
sages, in random-sized batches of 1 to 10 messages. The connection state is reset
after each batch, meaning that all congestion control related variables are set to their
default values, and that a TCP client will initiate a new connection. The number
of simultaneous clients is varied between 1 and 400.

4.2 Network Setup and Implementation Details

The network setup emulates an NB-IoT-type link as detailed in Table 4. Down-
stream, the link has a data rate of 30 kbps and a one-way delay of 400 milliseconds.
Upstream, the link has a data rate of 60 kbps and a one-way delay of 200 millisec-
onds. The maximum transfer unit (MTU) for the link is 296 bytes. To emulate
a variable delay for the rest of the path between the last-hop router and the fixed
host, a 10-20 millisecond delay with random variation is used.

Retransmissions and other congestion control-related events are triggered according
to the mechanisms of the congestion control mechanism employed in each particular

Downlink Uplink
NB-IoT data rate 30 kbps 60 kbps
1-way delay 400 msecs 200 msecs
Bottleneck buffer size 2500 B, 14100 B, 28200 B, or 14100 B
MTU 296 B

Table 4: Network parameters of NB-IoT and the bottleneck buffer size used in the
experiments.
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test case. For CoAP over UDP both the CoAP default congestion control and the
more advanced CoCoA congestion control are used. For CoAP over TCP traffic
both TCP New Reno and TCP BBR are used.

In the experiments, four different sizes of buffers are used for the bottleneck router.
The smallest buffer is only 2500 bytes, which is approximately the bandwidth-delay
product (BDP) of the link. In contrast, the largest buffer size is 1,410,000 bytes,
which can easily fit all of the payload. This buffer size is also referred to as the
infinite buffer. The middle-sized buffers are 14,100 bytes and 28,200 bytes. The
three largest buffers cause bufferbloat.

The likelihood of bit-errors in the link is also varied. In the base case, the network
is entirely free of errors, and all packet loss is due to congestion. To study how the
congestion controls differ in their ability to recover from packet loss, three different
error profiles are used.

These three states are low, medium, and high, detailed in Table 5. In the case of
the low error rate, the packet error rate is a constant 2%. In the other two cases
the error rate varies, resulting in an average of 10% and 18% for the medium and
the high error profile, respectively. The errors are introduced using a Markov model
that alternates in suitably short intervals between two states: the error-burst and the
low-error state. Notably, in this test setup, it is possible for multiple retransmissions
of the same packet to be lost, making recovery particularly challenging.

Low constant 2%
Medium 10% in average alternating between 0% and 50%
High 18% in average alternating between 2% and 80 %

Table 5: Packet error profiles and their states.

Network emulation details

Figure 9 i) shows the test environment, which consists of four physical Linux hosts
connected by high-speed physical links. The client software emulating the IoT de-
vices is deployed in host 1, while the fixed server software is deployed in host 4. Hosts
2 and 3 are used to emulate the network using two instances of the netem network
emulator. The first instance emulates the upstream and the second instance the
downstream. In this way, a message passing through the emulated network always
passes through two instances of emulators in total. The first emulator emulates the
bit rate of the bottleneck link and the buffer of the bottleneck router. The second
emulator emulates the propagation delay and the packet loss occurring in the wire-
less link, in the event there are any. The second emulator has a very large buffer
to ensure no packets are dropped due to congestion. This setup ensures the router
buffer size is correctly emulated, and that the capacity of the link is consumed as it
should, even when a packet is dropped due to an emulated wireless error.
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Figure 9 ii) explains the role of each host on the path of a packet that travels from
the fixed host to an IoT device.

The server and client programs are implemented in C99 using the libcoap CoAP
library for C [libcoap]. The libcoap library was extended to implement support for
CoAP over TCP.

Host 3

Fixed HostInternet

Downstream netem
emulates:
- bitrate
- buffer of the
bottleneck router

Upstream netem
emulates:
- propagation delay
- packet losses

Host 4

Fixed Host

Host 2

Upstream netem
emulates:
- bitrate
- buffer of the
bottleneck router

Downstream netem
emulates:
- propagation delay
- packet losses

IoT device 1

IoT device 2

IoT device n

Host 1

IoT device

Wireless
link

i)

ii)

Propagation delay

Packet loss rate:
average 0-30%

Low bitrate link:
downlink
30 kbps

Last hop router
Buffer size:
bandwidth-delay product or
bufferbloat

Figure 9: The test setup. i) shows the role of each real host. ii) the role of all the
hosts in the emulation of a downlink connection.

Implementation details

In the experiments, Default CoAP is implemented as per RFC7252 [SHB14], CoCoA
as per the draft [BBGD18] and CoAP over TCP as per the draft [BLT+17]. The
Linux TCP implementation is altered in the following way: Cubic [RXH+18, HRX08]
congestion control, Selective Acknowledgements [MMFR96], and Forward RTO-
Recovery [SKYH09] are disabled in order to use TCP New Reno congestion con-
trol [HFGN12]. Further, Control Block Interdependence [Tou97] is disabled and the
TCP Timestamp [BBJS14] option is not used. This configuration is to make the
Linux kernel TCP implementation more akin to the standardised TCP and more
suitable for constrained devices. Tail Loss Probe [DCCM13], RACK [CCD18], and
TCP Fast Open [CCRJ14] are disabled as well. The Initial Window [AFP02] value
in the experiments is set to four segments. Finally, the Linux TCP implementation
is configured to use an initial RTO of two seconds, and to send delayed acknowl-
edgements with timer set to a constant 200 milliseconds.

Some changes are introduced to the CoAP congestion control, too. MAX_RETRANSMIT
is set to 20, EXCHANGE_LIFETIME and MAX_TRANSMIT_WAIT are adjusted according
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to the CoAP specification [SHB14], and, to avoid premature failures, SYN and
SYN/ACK retries in the Linux TCP are increased to 40 and 41, respectively. This
is to avoid too early termination in the case the network is highly congested.

The default upper bound for RTO timeout in the Linux TCP implementation is
120 seconds and is left as-is. CoCoA [BBGD18] truncates the binary exponential
backoff at 32 seconds. For Default CoAP, 60 seconds is used, as no maximum value
is defined and very long retransmission timeouts are undesirable.

4.3 Metrics

The primary metric is the Flow Completion Time (FCT). This is the time elapsed
from when the client sends a request until the client receives the last protocol data
unit of the requested object. In the case of TCP, this metric does not include the
connection initialisation which is measured separately. For the four client case, the
FCT is calculated separately for single flows within a test run, and not the time it
took for the whole test run to be finished.

Other, secondary, metrics are used in explaining the phenomena contributing to the
achieved FCT. These secondary metrics include:

1. Packet loss rate

2. Number of RTO timeouts

3. Frequency of transmissions: the number of (re)transmissions needed for the
successful exchange of a request-response pair

4. Number of protocol data units sent in total

These metrics are available for both connection ends but for the most part the fixed-
end results are discussed as the client only sends a single, short request. All the tests
are replicated at least 20 times. The results of all the replications are included in
calculating the metrics. The metrics are derived from tcpdump traces collected from
all the interfaces of all the nodes in the test environment.

For TCP, the secondary metrics relating to RTOs are calculated from the pre- and
post-run metrics attained from the Linux kernel, and as such they may have slight
inaccuracies that do not affect the general observations that can be made from them.

The payload in the Firmware Update Traffic test case is 102,408 bytes which consists
of the actual payload of 102,400 bytes and the 8-byte CoAP over TCP headers.
With a MSS of 296 bytes this results in 401 segments since the minimal TCP and
IP headers take 40 bytes of each segment. This means that for one Firmware Update
transfer 16,040 bytes of headers are transferred altogether. This does not include
the handshake, the initial request, or the CSM message headers. In the ideal case,
the TCP-based transfers should take 32.2 seconds per client.
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5 Related Results

This Chapter discusses recent research in CoAP congestion control and CoAP over
TCP performance. All results presented here were obtained in the environment
described in the previous Chapter, using the short-lived connection workload. This
Chapter begins with an explanation of how baseline CoAP and CoCoA may lead to
congestive collapse, and how to prevent it. This is followed by an introduction to
an improved congestion control for CoAP over UDP. Last presented are the results
of our evaluation of CoAP over TCP performance for short-lived connections.

5.1 CoAP over UDP

Congestion collapse risk in CoAP and CoCoA

CoCoA clearly improves the ability to react to congestion when using CoAP. How-
ever, recently both CoAP and CoCoA have been shown to be vulnerable to conges-
tion collapse in a highly congested, bufferbloated environment [JRCK18b]. As the
buffer sizes grow and the amount of traffic in the link is high, the queuing delays
for CoAP grow in an unsustainable way. The buffer is filled with unneeded re-
transmissions, wasting the link capacity. CoCoA behaves better than Default CoAP
congestion control, but under certain traffic patterns, namely, when the connec-
tions are short-lived, it shows the same symptoms of congestion collapse as Default
CoAP. In this case, with a large number of concurrent senders, the collapse is even
worse for CoCoA. Because of its variable back-off factor, CoCoA ends up using lower
RTO values than Default CoAP. However, both congestion controls may be modi-
fied so that they are no longer prone to cause congestion collapse [JRCK18b]. These
congestion-safe variants are called Full Backoff 1 and Full Backoff 2.

Full Backoff 1 for CoAP changes the baseline CoAP behaviour so that if a CoAP
sender needs to retransmit a message, it will retain the backed off RTO value until
it is able to exchange a CON-ACK pair without retransmits. If the backed off
timer expires during the next exchange, the regular binary exponential backoff is
applied. If a successful exchange is achieved, the initial RTO is returned to. While
this change was shown to prevent a congestion collapse, the resulting behaviour is
still quite aggressive in cases where latency is high, so an additional variant, Full
Backoff 2 was created. Using Full Backoff 2, if a successful exchange is achieved,
the backed off RTO is halved after each successful exchange until the RTO is back
at the initial value.

Full Backoff 1 for CoCoA retains the backed off RTO. However, this does not take
into account the weak RTO estimator updates: updating the weak estimator may
lead to a notable increase in the RTO. In order to address that concern, Full Back-
off 2 picks the maximum of the current RTO and the newly updated RTO. The
backed off RTO is then based on the maximum, and used for the following exchange.
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For CoAP, Full Backoff 1 is clearly more safe than the regular Default CoAP con-
gestion control while Full Backoff version 2 has an even larger impact on number of
unneeded retransmissions. This effect is also visible when the random clients were
evaluated. Random clients are more challenging, since the senders reset their state
constantly, and consequently cannot benefit from historical data.

Full Backoff versions for CoCoA also manage to completely avoid the congestion
collapse that would otherwise be a risk with the random-type workload and the
largest buffer. As was the case with Default CoAP, the more conservative version
2 is even more effective than the version 1. Although CoCoA is not susceptible to
congestion collapse when the traffic is continuous, or when the traffic is random and
the buffers are small and the number of concurrent clients is low, it still benefits
form the Full Backoff variants. In all random traffic scenarios the FCT is improved,
and in the continuous traffic scenarios Full Backoff variants do at least as well or
slightly better than baseline CoCoA.

All the Full Backoff variants have a clear effect on the median flow completion time
on the large buffers—especially when the largest buffer is used and the traffic is at its
highest. The more conservative behaviour is well reflected in the median number of
spurious retransmissions: at most, there is an 88% improvement compared with the
congestion-unsafe version. Full Backoff 2 variants remedy the problems that were
uncovered, and clients employing these congestion controls complete much faster
than the original versions. They are also shown to be slightly more efficient than
the 1 variants. Especially the number of spurious retransmissions is lowered.

FASOR

The congestion safe versions of CoCoA proved to be more efficient than the faulty
CoCoA under most circumstances [JRCK18b]. However, the usefulness of CoCoA
and similar approaches is diminished if the clients send data infrequently [JDK15].
To achieve a more versatile congestion control, an entirely different approach might
be needed. One way to achieve more granular control over suitable RTO values and
better ability take into account historical data is to use a state machine to make
decisions about suitable RTO values and back off logic. Two such models have
recently been introduced [JRCK18a, BSP16]. Here presented is FASOR, Fast-Slow
Retransmission Timeout and Congestion Control Algorithm for CoAP [JKRC18].
FASOR introduces a new backoff logic and algorithm for RTO computation for
congestion control. FASOR aims to distinguish between bit errors and congestion,
and to react efficiently to both. FASOR achieves this by employing two distinct
RTO algorithms and a state machine that dictates the way the RTO is backed off.

Fast RTO is computed as defined in RFC 6298 [PACS11] with the exception of not
setting a lower bound: as RTO is the only way CoAP can detect losses, it should
be able to reflect RTT values below 1 second. Fast RTO is only calculated using
unambiguous samples, tracking closely the actual RTT. If link errors are assumed,
Fast RTO is used to ensure a quick retransmit.
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Slow RTO, on the other hand, is calculated beginning from the very first transmission
until the first acknowledgement, regardless of whether and how many retransmissions
have occurred. It always includes the worst-case RTT, making it very conservative.
An RTO higher than the RTT lets the link drain of duplicate copies, and in this way
Slow RTO ensures unambiguous samples for FASOR even in the presence of heavy
bufferbloat or congestion. Slow RTO is sparingly used because it may lead to long
delays.

There are three states in FASOR: Fast, Slow-Fast, and Fast-Slow-Fast. A connection
always starts in the Fast state, and upon unambiguous samples, returns to that state,
regardless of the state it was in. Upon ambiguous samples, the connection moves
from the Fast state to the Fast-Slow-Fast, and finally to Slow-Fast, where it will
stay until an unambiguous measurement is made. Ambiguous samples also trigger
the update of the Slow RTO.

The current state dictates how the connection backs off. In the Fast state, RTO is
calculated using only the Fast RTO with a binary exponential backoff. However, for
the two other states, a more complicated series of backoff logic is used first, before
returning to the binary exponential backoff. In Fast-Slow-Fast, the RTO sequence
is: FastRTO , max (SlowRTO , 2 ·FastRTO), FastRTO ·21, . . . , 2i ·FastRTO . In Slow-
Fast the RTO sequence is SlowRTO , FastRTO , FastRTO · 21, . . . , 2i · FastRTO .
In the Fast-Slow-Fast state the first Fast RTO acts as a kind of a probe to see if
the loss only reflected an intermittent error: if a second retransmit is needed, this is
unlikely, and so Slow RTO is employed to drain the link. In the Slow-Fast state the
presence of congestion is already deemed likely and so Slow RTO is the first RTO.

FASOR may also be used with the token field carrying a counter that denotes which
retransmission the current message is. It makes all samples unambiguous without
requiring any changes to the server. FASOR also supports including retransmission
count in the headers.

Both FASOR and FASOR with token were evaluated against the Default CoAP
congestion control, baseline CoCoA, and CoCoA Full Backoff 1, the congestion-safe
CoCoA variant. FASOR performs well in all the error-free scenarios, even when the

Fast Fast-Slow-Fast Slow-Fast

Unambiguous
sample

Ambiguous
sampleUnambiguous	sample

Unambiguous	sample

Ambiguous	sampleAmbiguous	sample

Figure 10: The FASOR state machine.
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number of concurrent clients is high. When the buffer size is high as well, CoCoA
needs to retransmit often. However, for both FASOR and FASOR with token, the
number of retransmissions is negligible. The average RTT is similar regardless of
the algorithm used, except when the client type is random and the bufferbloated
buffer size is used. In this scenario, both the Default CoAP congestion control and
CoCoA have notably high RTT values compared to either of the FASOR variants.
The difference to the safe CoCoA is smaller.

Both the token and the token-free FASOR versions perform better when the traffic
is continuous compared to the random traffic scenario. The random traffic type is
challenging for any congestion control mechanism, since the controlling variables are
reset often. Further, typically the actual RTT is higher than the initial RTO, which
causes at least some spurious retransmissions that waste bandwidth. Despite this,
both FASOR versions manage to quickly find out a realistic RTO. This is due to
the Slow RTO, which backs of sufficiently so that an unambiguous sample may be
obtained. Especially the token-employing version of FASOR fares well since it is
able to achieve a realistic RTT estimate even when it needs to retransmit.

When the likelihood of errors is low and the number of clients is small enough
to not cause congestion, the differences between the congestion controls are again
non-existent. However, when the error rate is high, FASOR clearly outperforms
both the safe CoCoA and the Default CoAP. The FASOR versions also perform
somewhat better than CoCoA. There is not much difference between the token and
the regular versions of FASOR. However, the median RTO is lower for the token
version. When the error rate grows high, it is especially crucial to estimate the RTT
right. Using the token helps with this: RTO can go back to a low level faster when
the token is employed. Indeed, when the error rate is high, the token version employs
clearly lower RTOs than the non-token version. Finally, even though the random
workflows are especially demanding, FASOR is able to perform well, outperforming
both unsafe CoCoA and the Default CoAP congestion control, despite them having
unfair advantage due to their aggressive RTO calculation.

These results indicate that FASOR and FASOR with token perform notably better
than Default CoAP and better than CoCoA. While FASOR with token does not
consistently outperform the regular version, it proves very useful with the random-
type clients, especially when the error rate is high.

5.2 CoAP over TCP for Short-Lived Connections

In addition to the results presented in this thesis, CoAP over TCP was also evaluated
for short-lived connections in the environment detailed in the previous chapter.
These results are presented here shortly. More detailed discussion of these results is
available in our conference article [JPR+18] as well as a master’s thesis [Rai19].

In the baseline scenario where there are no errors and the number of clients is only
50, the difference between TCP and UDP is insignificant. Continuous CoAP over
TCP clients take approximately 200 milliseconds longer to complete than Default
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CoAP or CoCoA clients. This is naturally due to the TCP headers. The difference
is more pronounced with the random clients, since they reset their state regularly.

As the number of the clients is increased to 50, the median FCT grows more for CoAP
over TCP than it does for its UDP counterparts. However, in this setting, CoAP
over TCP clients still only require roughly 5% more time than the UDP counterparts.
Increasing the number of clients also causes an increase in the queuing delay. As
more messages are introduced in the router, the perceived RTT grows. As the
headers are larger, the effect of queuing delay is also more notable, especially using
the infinite buffer, which can hold all segments. Median FCT for the continuous TCP
clients using the largest buffer is roughly 11% higher than for its UDP counterparts.
When random clients are used, retransmissions are sometimes needed to complete
the 3-way handshake.

As the number of clients is increased to 100, the FCT values are substantially larger
because of the increased packet loss when using the smaller buffers and the increased
queuing delay when using the larger buffers. With this level of congestion the ben-
efits of CoAP over TCP become visible: especially when using the infinite buffer.
CoAP over TCP performs clearly better than either UDP counterpart. This is be-
cause it is able to better react to congestion. Karn’s algorithm makes TCP keep the
backed off RTO value until a new data segment that did not require retransmissions
is acknowledged. As a result, CoAP over TCP requires fewer retransmissions than
its UDP counterparts. On the smallest buffer, on the other hand, the CoAP over
TCP FCT varies somewhat: some clients back off and consequently finish slow while
others do not need the backing off and so finish quickly. The slowest clients finish
notably slower than the slowest clients using either CoCoA or Default CoAP. Still,
even in this setup, the median value is lowest for CoAP over TCP. With this number
of clients, random clients employing Default CoAP and CoCoA perform similarly
to the continuous ones when the smallest buffer is used. CoAP over TCP, on the
other hand, again is slowed down because of the overhead of the three-way hand-
shake, especially if SYN and ACK segments are lost. With the largest buffer size,
FCT increases for both CoCoA and CoAP over TCP compared with the continuous
results. This is due to the fact that new connections employ the initial RTO, which
is often too small in face of the now-long queuing delay, which then causes spurious
retransmits.

The flow completion times for 200 and 400 simultaneous clients are shown in Fig-
ure 11. Here the link is highly congested and the difference between Default CoAP
and the more advanced congestion controls grows large. On the smallest buffer
CoAP over TCP clearly outperforms both Default CoAP and CoCoA with CoCoA
performing the worst. On the larger buffers, CoAP over TCP and CoCoA clearly
outperform Default CoAP, achieving roughly similar results so that when the num-
ber of simultaneous clients is 200, CoCoA achieves lower flow completion times but
when the number of clients grows to 400, the situation is reversed. Both CoCoA
and TCP measure RTT and so they are able to adjust RTO in accordance with the
traffic level. Their RTO values converge towards the actual RTT leading to a low
number of spurious retransmissions. The advantage CoCoA has over CoAP over
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TCP is mostly explained by the larger header overhead of TCP. Despite this, when
the number of simultaneous clients is increased to 400, CoAP over TCP achieves
lower median flow completion times. With the larger buffers the difference is not
great but with the smallest buffer, the TCP clients complete roughly 21% faster
than CoCoA clients.
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Figure 11: Left to right, flow completion times for 200 and 400 simultaneous con-
tinuous clients in the error-free setup [JPR+18].

The flow completion times for 10 simultaneous clients using the different error pro-
files are shown in Figure 12. Similar phenomena as could be seen with the error-free
network is also seen in the figure. When the continuous workload is used, CoAP
over TCP is able to handle high levels of congestion and random errors very well.
When the error level is medium, the median FCT of Default CoAP is roughly 38 %
higher than the median FCT of CoAP over TCP. Likewise, the median FCT of Co-
CoA is roughly 12 % higher than the median FCT of CoAP over TCP. When the
error level is high, the differences are 35 % and 13 %, respectively, to the favour
of CoAP over TCP. TCP uses a more accurate RTO calculation algorithm than
Default CoAP or CoCoA, resulting in RTO values closer to the actual RTT than
what the UDP counterparts can achieve. CoCoA employs an additional weight of
0.5 when it uses the strong samples in the RTO calculation: this makes it slow to
reach a more realistic RTO value. It also uses the weak samples, so RTO values
may grow unnecessarily high. When the error rate is high, TCP results show high
variability. Even though the median FCT for continuous clients is clearly lowest for
CoAP over TCP, some clients take almost as long as the slowest clients employing
Default CoAP, and longer than the slowest clients employing CoCoA. This is be-
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cause of Karn’s algorithm, which makes recovery from random losses slow compared
with CoCoA and Default CoAP. Thus, when consecutive segments are lost due to
random errors, CoAP over TCP waits slightly longer than the UDP variants before
resending a segment. However, in the face of congestion, this strategy proves effi-
cient, highlighting the need to react differently to losses caused by congestion and
intermittent network errors.
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Figure 12: Flow completion times for 10 simultaneous clients, both continu-
ous and random, in the error-free and error-prone setups using the 2,500 byte
buffer [JPR+18].

Figure 13 shows the flow completion times for 200 and 400 simultaneous random
clients in the error-free setup. The random clients should prove the most problematic
for CoAP over TCP as these clients have very limited historical data available to
them and since the three-way handshake adds an overhead of at least one RTT
per each random client. Indeed, as expected, in most cases CoCoA achieves clearly
lower flow completion times than CoAP over TCP. Even Default CoAP performs
better than CoAP over TCP when the two smallest buffers are used, regardless of
the number of clients. Interestingly, however, when the number of clients is 400,
the network is free of errors and the largest buffer is used, CoAP over TCP very
clearly outperforms CoCoA and Default CoAP. CoCoA is twice as slow as CoAP
over TCP to complete in this setting, while Default CoAP is 134 % slower than
CoAP over TCP. As the clients are random, CoCoA is not able to adjust the RTO
value in a timely manner. Further, queuing delay is high due to the bufferbloated
environment, making RTT very high. CoCoA uses RTO values similar to Default
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CoAP, causing it to resend more aggressively than Default CoAP as it uses the
variable backoff factor of 1.5 with high RTO values instead of the higher value of
two that Default CoAP uses. Consequently, for each message, CoCoA may need up
to six retransmits. CoAP over TCP on the other hand only suffers from few spurious
retransmits, even though the handshake and the CSM message occasionally need to
be retransmitted. The number of retransmissions CoAP over TCP needs is notably
lower, explaining the great performance difference.

On the other hand, in the error-prone environment, the situation with random clients
is different. This is illustrated in Figure 12, showing the flow completion times for
10 simultaneous clients. Unlike in the case of continuous clients under the error-
prone network, where CoAP over TCP achieved notably lower median FCT than
the UDP counterparts, now that random clients are used, CoAP over TCP performs
the worst, especially if the likelihood of errors is high. The three-way handshake
and the CSM messages proved problematic even in the error-free setup, and losses
caused by errors further amplify the problem. With random clients, the difference
between TCP and UDP grows smaller as the error rate increases. When the link is
error-free, the median FCT for CoAP over TCP is roughly 43% higher than it is for
either CoCoA or Default CoAP. When the error-rate is high, the median FCT for
CoAP over TCP is only roughly 37% higher than for CoCoA.
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Figure 13: Left to right, flow completion times for 200 and 400 simultaneous random
clients in the error-free setup [JPR+18].
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6 CoAP over TCP in Long-Lived Connections

This Chapter presents the results of this thesis, achieved under the setup described
in Chapter 4. First presented are the results achieved over an error-free link. This
is followed by the results achieved under the three different link error profiles. Both
setups include two test cases: one with a single client and the other with four
concurrent clients. The Default CoAP congestion control is called Default CoAP
for brevity. TCP BBR was found to behave very erroneously when multiple flows
were using the link simultaneously. For this reason, these results were left out, and
the four client test cases only include results for New Reno.

6.1 Error-Free Link Results

One client

The flow completion times of a single client over an error-free link are shown in
Figure 14 with the detailed completion time data shown in Table 6. As no errors
are introduced to the network, all packet loss is due to congestion. Variances in the
flow completion times are low in general, with the only exception being BBR, which
has some trouble when using the 2,500 byte buffer.

When there is only a single flow, the median FCT for Default CoAP and CoCoA is
roughly 285 seconds. There is little difference between the lowest and the highest
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Figure 14: The median, minimum, maximum, 25th, and 75th percentiles for one
flow with error-free link and different bottleneck buffer sizes.
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FCT values for them. Compared to this baseline, a notable benefit is gained from
using TCP. As expected, both BBR and New Reno are able to complete much faster
in all the cases. Even in the worst case scenarios, the TCP clients are an order of
magnitude faster than the UDP clients. The median FCT of both Default CoAP
and CoCoA is three to nine times higher than the median FCT of TCP.

Unsurprisingly, flows using UDP take long to finish, even if the conditions are good.
With NSTART set to 1, the default in the CoAP specification, there may only be
one outstanding CoAP message at a time. Thus, even if the link conditions are good,
and the link could carry more data, the capacity is artificially limited. In contrast,
the send window of a TCP connection is controlled by the congestion window, which
adapts to the network conditions.

TCP New Reno achieves the lowest median FCT in this scenario: using the infinite
buffer, it is 32.9 seconds, which is only 2% higher than the ideal. All segments fit
in the infinite buffer, and as the queuing delay does not grow high enough to cause
RTO timeouts, no segments need to be resent.

However, the 2,500 byte buffer median FCT is not far behind the infinite buffer.
With a four second difference, it is 12.5% higher than the ideal. TCP New Reno
allows the sender to send unsent segments for each new duplicate acknowledgement.
When the buffer is small, the first losses occur early, and there are still many pre-
viously unsent segments. The following duplicate acknowledgements trigger Fast
Recovery, allowing the sending of new data. The transmit window is utilised effi-
ciently despite losses. This is visible in the time-sequence graph shown in Figure 15

More notably, New Reno does not perform as well when the middle-sized buffers are
used. This is an artefact resulting from a particular set of parameters, the buffer size
combined with this amount of data. It is most clearly visible with the 28,200 byte
buffer: using it, the median FCT is the highest in this setup. It also occurs with
the 14,100 byte buffer. When using the middle-sized buffers, New Reno needs to
resend notably many segments compared with the other two buffer sizes. There are
roughly four times more lost segments using the middle buffers than there are using
the smallest buffer. Using the largest buffer, no drops occur. These lost segments
explain the high completion time. In the case of the 28,200 byte buffer, the median
number of lost segments is 99. The serialisation delay for them is roughly 8 seconds,
and sending them takes 59.4 seconds: adding this to the ideal FCT, 32.2 seconds,
results in roughly 92 seconds which is very close to the actual median FCT for this
case.

Table 6: Flow completion time of 1 client (seconds)
Buffer CC algorithm min 10 25 median 75 90 95 max
2500B DefaultCOAP 285.692 285.693 285.694 285.695 285.696 285.697 285.698 285.707
2500B CoCoA 285.691 285.692 285.693 285.696 285.697 285.758 285.758 285.763
2500B New Reno 36.212 36.212 36.213 36.213 36.214 36.214 36.214 36.214
2500B TCP BBR 51.684 52.083 64.228 68.993 73.388 77.094 79.347 79.397
14100B New Reno 58.234 58.234 58.234 58.235 58.235 58.236 58.236 58.236
14100B TCP BBR 34.567 34.567 34.568 34.568 34.568 34.568 34.568 34.568
28200B New Reno 95.137 95.137 95.138 95.138 95.139 95.139 95.139 95.139
28200B TCP BBR 34.567 34.568 34.568 34.568 34.568 34.568 34.568 34.568
infinite New Reno 32.866 32.866 32.867 32.867 32.867 32.868 32.868 32.868
infinite TCP BBR 34.567 34.567 34.568 34.568 34.568 34.568 34.568 34.568
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Using the middle buffers the possibility to send unsent data during Fast Recovery
is underutilised. For the 28,200 byte buffer, the first duplicate acknowledgement
occurs after all the segments have been sent once. At this point, the sender can
only send one segment at a time. Thus, after the first duplicate acknowledgement,
TCP New Reno reverts to sending only one segment per RTT. This phenomenon is
clearly shown in Figure 16. The smaller 14,100 byte buffer faces the same problem.
However, because the buffer is smaller, the first drops occur before all data has
been sent, so during Fast Recovery some of it can be sent on each new duplicate
acknowledgement, which helps utilise the link better. However, there is not much
data to be sent this way, so the improvement over the 28,200 byte buffer case is not
large.

When the smallest buffer is used, the median FCT of TCP BBR is 112% higher than
TCP New Reno median FCT. The situation is reversed when the two middle buffers
are used: New Reno median FCT is 68% higher than TCP BBR median FCT when
the buffer size is 14,100B and 175% higher when the buffer size is 28,200B. With
the infinite buffer the situation once again turns around, only this time with a much
smaller difference: the median FCT of BBR is 5% higher than the median FCT of
New Reno.

Using any of the buffers except for the smallest one, TCP BBR is not far from the
ideal result as the median FCT for all those buffers is approximately 35 seconds,
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roughly 7% higher than the ideal completion time. BBR sends more aggressively
than New Reno but it avoids overfilling the buffer and as such does not suffer from
excessive packet loss, with the exception of the smallest buffer.

TCP BBR has trouble estimating the bandwidth-delay product accurately for the
2,500 byte buffer, which leads to an aggressive send-rate that quickly overfills the
buffer, causing a significant number of drops, as seen in Figure 17. Indeed, the total
number of sent segments is very high for this test case. When using the larger buffers,
the median number of segments sent from the fixed host to the client is 405, which
is close to the ideal case. In contrast, using the smallest buffer, the median for the
total of sent segments is 677. The problem a high number of dropped segments poses
is exacerbated by the way TCP BBR treats losses. If the RTO expires, TCP BBR
considers all unacknowledged segments lost, and so it sends them again even though
this might not always be necessary. After roughly 13 seconds has passed, the RTO
expires for a segment. At that point a large number of segments has been sent, but
they have not yet been acknowledged. Consequently all of them are resent. However,
in reality, only some of those segments were lost, and unnecessarily retransmitting
all of them takes roughly 5 seconds. This occurs multiple times during the test run.
This phenomenon is clearly seen in Figure 17, and indeed in all the test runs for this
case. The problem of overestimating the BDP when buffers are shallow has been
previously reported [SJS+19].
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Figure 16: Time-sequence graph for a single TCP New Reno flow. Sent segments
are blue, received acknowledgements green, and dropped segments red. Image shows
overshooting in Slow Start. Most data cannot fit in the buffer and is dropped.
Resending is slow as only one segment can be sent per ACK.
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BBR benefits greatly from the largest buffers. However, in this setting, it is slightly
slower at completing the transfer than New Reno, even when using the largest buffer.
The difference is insignificant, and explained by BBR going to the Probe RTT state
roughly every 10 seconds. This makes its send rate slow down for a short period of
time. As there are no competing flows or errors, this small difference is enough to
make BBR less efficient than New Reno. On the other hand, when using the middle
buffers, New Reno suffers from the large number of retransmissions described earlier,
underperforming BBR, while BBR behaves the same as it did when using the largest
buffer.
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Figure 17: Time-sequence graph for a single TCP BBR flow. Sent segments are
blue, received acknowledgements green, and dropped segments are red. BBR cannot
correctly estimate the BDP: it sends too aggressively. When RTO expires, it resends
all in-flight data and ends up resending a large number of segments.

Four concurrent clients

The flow completion times of four concurrent clients over an error-free link are shown
in Figure 18 with the detailed flow completion times shown in Table 7. There are
no notable differences between the one and four client cases. As expected, for UDP,
the median FCT values are roughly the same as they were in the single client case.
Since CoAP over UDP can only have one message in flight at a time, the link is not
well utilised and can therefore easily fit the additional traffic. There is only little
variance within a single test case, as shown in Figure 18. Differences in median FCT
between CoCoA and Default CoAP are less than a second. As was the case with
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only a single client, the median FCT values for TCP are notably lower than they
are for UDP. However, the difference is smaller than in the single client test case.

In the TCP results, however, the additional traffic in the link is visible. TCP
flows are now slower to complete than they were in the single client test case. The
difference is greatest in the case of the second largest buffer where the median FCT
for four concurrent clients is 75% higher than it was with a single client. In contrast,
the difference is smallest with the 2,500 byte and the infinite buffer. The median
FCT for four concurrent clients is 28% and 32% higher than in the single client case
for these two buffer sizes respectively. As with the single client case, for New Reno,
the median FCT is lowest with the infinite buffer and highest with the 28,200 byte
buffer, the latter being roughly 16% higher. However, this difference between the
buffers is now smaller than it was in the single client case. In general, the differences
in the median FCT between the buffers are small. Only the infinite buffer achieves
a notably lower median FCT than the other buffers.

In the case of the smallest buffer, the four flows within a single test run behave
similarly. The differences in FCT between the flows are simply explained by timing.
A flow able to send data when there is room in the buffer also finishes faster. The
ones whose timing is more unfortunate, suffer from more drops, and so take longer
to finish. The drops are evenly distributed, and typically only one or two segments
are lost per window, so recovering from them is easy.

With the 14,100 byte buffer, all the test runs are similar in that three of the flows
behave the same way, while one is slower to finish and progresses slightly differently.
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Figure 18: The median, minimum, maximum, 25th, and 75th percentiles for four
concurrent flows with error-free link and different bottleneck buffer sizes.
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Table 7: Flow Completion Time of 4 clients (seconds)
Buffer CC algorithm min 10 25 median 75 90 95 max
2500B DefaultCOAP 285.595 285.596 285.608 285.963 286.064 286.152 286.154 286.163
2500B CoCoA 285.594 285.600 285.772 286.001 286.100 286.157 286.189 286.254
2500B New Reno 99.169 102.815 120.066 125.964 129.026 130.211 131.456 134.785
14100B New Reno 113.727 113.728 113.731 121.516 124.349 126.808 126.809 126.809
28200B New Reno 122.786 122.786 122.788 127.502 129.029 129.144 129.144 129.144
infinite New Reno 91.894 91.894 91.894 109.228 115.063 126.746 126.747 126.747

The size of this difference varies between the test runs. Roughly halfway, three
of the flows finish recovery that is caused by them overshooting in Slow Start,
thereby overfilling the buffer. Afterwards, only single segments are intermittently
lost, and New Reno is able to quickly recover from them. In the single client case,
the problem caused by overshooting was notable. Here, as the buffer is shared, the
drops occur earlier, and consequently the flows are able to adapt earlier and lose
fewer segments per flow. Even though the last flow to start suffers the least from
the initial overshooting, and is able to fully recover from that much earlier than the
others, it is the last to finish. However, the differences in starting time are smaller
than the differences in finishing time. The three flows that suffer from most losses
still have enough new, unsent data to send during the recovery, and so the losses do
not affect adversely them compared with the one flow that has fewer losses.

The test runs using the 28,200 byte buffer show similar phenomena, visible in Fig-
ure 19. Like in the single client case, overshoot occurs during slow start: a large
number of segments is dropped from the buffer in the beginning. For one of the
flows this happens in two batches. Three of the flows spend the majority of their
time in recovery, but as they are able to simultaneously send new data, this is not
a significant drawback. In a very rough sense, the flows can be said to take turns
sending: there are periods of time when only one of them is active. For one of the
flows, these periods slightly overlap with the active periods of the other flows. This
is the flow that is able to finish the recovery much earlier than the others.

As there now are competing flows, a single flow must transmit less aggressively than
when there was only one flow, and so the overshoot effect is much less serious than
it was in the single client case. There are periods of time during which the flows
do not receive acknowledgements that would allow them to send more data. This
prevents filling buffers too quickly, which caused problems in the single client case
as the sender ran out of new data to send. From the perspective of a single flow, the
buffer fills more quickly now, and first duplicate acknowledgements arrive earlier,
enabling a more timely reaction to losses. This is why the results are now more
uniform across the buffers. In the single client case the overshooting problem made
the FCT artificially high for the middle buffers. Here, all clients regardless of the
buffer need to wait for the acknowledgements from the server, greatly diminishing
the effect the buffer has on the results. In the case of the infinite buffer this is very
clearly visible, as shown in Figure 20. The infinite buffer can easily fit all the data,
but the flows are highly synchronised, taking turns in sending. Each client is able
to send large amounts of data for a little while but as it then needs to wait for
acknowledgements, another flow is able to use the link.
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Figure 19: Time-sequence graphs for four simultaneous TCP New Reno flows. Over-
shooting still happens but to a lesser extent than in the one client case. Similar
phenomenon also takes place using the 14,100 byte buffer.
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Figure 20: Time-sequence graphs for four simultaneous TCP New Reno flows. No
losses occur, flows take turn in sending.
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6.2 Error-Prone Link Results

One client, low error rate

The flow completion times for a single client in the low error rate link are shown
in Figure 21 with the detailed flow completion times shown in Table 8. The results
do not yet differ much from the results of the error-free environment. The median
FCT for Default CoAP is 336 seconds, roughly 10% higher than the median FCT for
CoCoA which is 304 seconds. As in the error-free case, both New Reno and BBR
have significantly lower flow completion times than UDP, regardless of the buffer
size. The median FCTs for TCP range from 37 to 69 seconds. There is much more
variance between the test runs, but TCP still consistently outperforms the baseline.
Even the slowest client—again, one using TCP BBR with the smallest buffer—is
able to complete notably faster than any Default CoAP or CoCoA client.

In the error-free link, TCP New Reno exhibited problematic behaviour when the
middle buffers were used. Overshooting in the beginning, it suffered from massive
packet loss. This artefact was especially pronounced in the 28,200 byte buffer. Now,
as errors are introduced into the network, the problematic behaviour is prevented
because early on in the connection some segment is lost. Consequently most TCP
New Reno transfers complete quickly. However, there is one unfortunate case in
which the first loss occurs quite late. This is why it overshoots in the beginning,
repeating the behaviour witnessed in the error-free case. As a result, there is massive
packet loss: altogether 123 segments require retransmitting. For the other test runs,
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Figure 21: The median, minimum, maximum, 25th, and 75th percentiles for one
flow with low error probability and different bottleneck buffer sizes.
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the number stays well under 50. This case is the one with the highest maximum
FCT for any run using TCP, and occurs when the 14,100 byte buffer is used with
TCP New Reno. While the other maximum FCT values are close to 60 seconds,
this test run takes roughly 90 seconds to complete, so the difference is notable. At
its highest, the RTO timer reaches a value close to 30 seconds, which is high, but
still far from the maximum. The gaps in sending due to the reliance on the RTO
timer explain the notably high FCT.

Otherwise New Reno fares well across the buffers. The median completion time on
the two largest buffers is roughly 42 seconds. There is a small difference of half a
second to the advantage of the infinite buffer—this is the lowest measured median
FCT for New Reno in this setting.

There is not much difference between the results achieved using the second largest
and the largest buffer. The slight differences that do exist, are explained by the
slightly higher number of lost segments when the smaller buffer is used. Likewise,
the differences between the test runs within a buffer are caused by the varying
number of lost segments and the differences in when the losses occur.

The difference in the median completion times between New Reno and BBR are
roughly 5 to 7 seconds for all the large buffers, with BBR achieving lower values.
TCP BBR also achieves very stable results across the buffers, especially when com-
pared to New Reno, except with the 2,500 byte buffer. This was the case in the
error-free link, too. The lowest median FCT of all the algorithms and buffers is
achieved by TCP BBR: on all buffers but the smallest, the median FCT is close to
37 seconds, with the infinite buffer FCT being slightly lower than the FCT for the
other two buffers.

Like in the error-free case, the 2,500 byte buffer size proves problematic. Though
TCP in general is much more efficient than UDP, the median FCT for TCP BBR is
notably high here, almost 70 seconds. Compared with New Reno, in the worst case
it takes more than twice as long for this BBR client to complete. This phenomenon
is the same as it was in the error-free setting. If RTO expires, TCP BBR resends
all outstanding segments. In the 2,500 byte buffer RTO expirations happen as BBR
is unable to correctly estimate the BDP and so it sends too aggressively, congesting
the link. This is very similar to the phenomenon shown earlier in Figure 17, except
much more pronounced, since now some losses occur also because of link errors.
Only five test runs in this setup are faster to complete than the slowest of the New
Reno test runs.

Table 8: Flow Completion Time of 1 client with low error rate (seconds)
Error-Rate Buffer CC algorithm min 10 25 median 75 90 95 max
low 2500B DefaultCOAP 311.039 316.381 319.161 336.859 345.589 346.888 349.030 350.080
low 2500B CoCoA 297.593 297.899 299.088 304.267 308.842 313.886 316.132 316.991
low 2500B New Reno 40.448 41.608 43.166 48.844 56.610 59.681 60.859 62.464
low 2500B BBR 42.839 47.385 53.591 69.648 84.973 104.351 127.506 132.084
low 14100B New Reno 34.206 34.694 39.792 44.521 54.080 57.299 60.220 90.239
low 14100B BBR 34.804 34.856 35.819 37.973 40.465 44.058 49.177 49.391
low 28200B New Reno 34.773 36.375 39.820 42.888 51.375 55.159 57.447 61.355
low 28200B BBR 34.795 34.856 35.118 37.870 40.391 43.792 49.512 50.903
low infinite New Reno 34.209 34.694 38.484 42.432 51.630 56.328 58.812 61.874
low infinite BBR 34.721 34.804 35.823 37.048 39.940 41.475 43.920 49.505
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One client, medium error rate

The flow completion times for one client in the medium error rate link are shown
in Figure 22 with the detailed flow completion times shown in Table 9. Where the
results for the low error rate were very similar to the error-free results, here the effects
of the growing error rate start to become visible. The difference between Default
CoAP and CoCoA grows larger here, with CoCoA being able to benefit better from
its advanced congestion control mechanisms. The median FCT for Default CoAP is
roughly 601 seconds, 22% higher than the median FCT of CoCoA. Again, both New
Reno and BBR perform better than the baseline but the difference between TCP
and UDP is now smaller, especially the difference between New Reno and CoCoA.
Compared with TCP, UDP results are more stable—they do not have long tails
such that BBR or New Reno do on most buffer sizes. Still, the UDP median FCT
values are notably high. With the exception of the 28,200 byte buffer, New Reno
maximum FCT values are lower than the median UDP FCT values. With the two
largest buffer sizes, this is also the case for TCP BBR. However, with the smallest
buffer BBR continues to misbehave. While the median FCT is low, the maximum
FCT is notably higher than it is for any other protocol and buffer combination.

Here all the test runs take longer to complete than in the error-free case. For TCP
New Reno, the median FCT values are almost, or over, 200% higher. The difference
is not quite as large for BBR, especially when using the smallest buffer, as its median
FCT was already quite high with the low error rate. For the other buffer sizes the
median BBR FCT values are now very roughly 150% higher. Not surprisingly,
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Figure 22: The median, minimum, maximum, 25th, and 75th percentiles for one
concurrent flow with medium error probability and different bottleneck buffer sizes.
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for both Default CoAP and CoCoA the growth is smaller, roughly 84% and 65%,
respectively.

As was the case with the low error rate, New Reno achieves its lowest median FCT
value using the 14,100 byte buffer and highest using the 2,500 byte buffer. The
difference between the two largest buffers is small, with the infinite buffer median
FCT being 1,5% larger than the 28,200 byte buffer median FCT. Except for the
28,200 byte buffer, even the maximum FCT stays below 500 seconds. In the case of
the 28,200 byte buffer, the high upper percentiles are due to a number of unfortunate
flows. The slowest flow takes more than 570 seconds to finish but is in no way
different from the other flows, for example, by going into RTO recovery more often.
This flow merely suffers from a particularly adverse sequence of lost segments, both
acknowledgements from the client and the actual payload from the server. First, the
lost acknowledgements prevent sending new data, leading to RTO expiration. When
subsequently the resent segment is lost, the server is again in a situation where it
cannot progress as it waits for acknowledgements, causing another expiration. As
this is repeated a number of times, the RTO value grows, and for the two last
retransmits the maximum value of 120 seconds is used. Consequently the flow is
idle for altogether 400 seconds in the middle of the connection. Not counting these
outliers, most New Reno flows finish in under 180 seconds.

For BBR, the relationship with the buffer size and the median FCT is roughly
linear. As was the case in the low error rate setup, the smallest median FCT is
obtained using the infinite buffer, while the highest median FCT is obtained using
the smallest buffer. The median FCT for the smallest buffer is roughly 37% higher
than for the largest buffer. In this setup, the difference between the worst case
scenarios and others is extremely pronounced. However, while it is only two outlier
cases that cause the very long tail in the upper percentiles, also the 75th percentile
FCT is clearly higher than it is for any of the other TCP results. The outlier
cases suffer from multiple RTO expirations, forcing a massive number of segments
to be unnecessarily resent, causing high congestion. The attempts at lowering the
pacing_gain value are visible in the results but insufficient: BBR fails to drain the
queues that have been formed. The 28,200 byte buffer produces the second largest
median FCT for BBR, but, on the other hand, this buffer shows the most stable
behaviour among the BBR results. It is the only buffer to produce more stable
results with BBR than with New Reno. However, this is likely just because of the
difficulties New Reno has with this particular buffer size.

Table 9: Flow Completion Time of 1 client with medium error rate (seconds)
Error-Rate Buffer CC algorithm min 10 25 median 75 90 95 max
med 2500B DefaultCOAP 538.018 544.257 563.452 601.462 638.710 724.475 734.746 771.198
med 2500B CoCoA 403.535 420.589 459.740 492.896 530.758 565.270 583.772 736.080
med 2500B New Reno 109.606 109.691 124.164 152.292 174.389 206.342 223.227 443.742
med 2500B BBR 57.808 58.347 67.362 115.332 327.497 672.576 2233.470 2251.480
med 14100B New Reno 95.361 102.760 119.229 124.035 174.882 199.701 219.494 319.721
med 14100B BBR 58.847 58.883 66.361 94.392 123.273 381.098 642.798 722.596
med 28200B New Reno 91.646 101.036 129.765 143.559 158.650 200.538 265.830 572.913
med 28200B BBR 67.366 70.579 78.552 99.338 135.350 167.225 335.265 387.024
med infinite New Reno 101.670 116.728 132.257 145.756 179.963 199.330 202.177 204.016
med infinite BBR 55.368 57.499 62.055 84.252 123.978 312.031 357.974 441.508
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BBR outperforms New Reno in most cases again. Even when the sub-optimal small-
est buffer is used, the median FCT is slightly lower for BBR. However, BBR has
long tails in the upper percentiles, clearly visible in Figure 22. At its worst, BBR
may take over 2000 seconds to finish. Compared with the roughly 444 seconds of
the worst case for New Reno, this value is extremely high. However, this is rare,
and only two flows take that long. On the other hand, the minimum FCT is like-
wise extreme: a BBR flow may well finish in roughly 57 seconds—the lowest FCT
achieved in this setup. These extreme cases are illustrated in Figure 23.

As can be seen from Figure 22, New Reno offers more stable behaviour compared
to BBR with this buffer size, and indeed with the other buffers as well, with the
exception of the 28,200 byte buffer.
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Figure 23: Time-sequence graphs for two TCP BBR flows. On the left, the flow
with the minimum FCT. On the right, the flow with the maximum FCT.

One client, high error rate

The flow completion times for a single client in the high error rate link are shown
in Figure 24 with the detailed flow completion times shown in Table 10.

With the highest error rate, the FCT values increase massively. Where the change
from the low error rate to the medium error rate approximately doubled or tripled

Table 10: Flow Completion Time of 1 client with high error rate (seconds)
Error-Rate Buffer CC algorithm min 10 25 median 75 90 95 max
high 2500B DefaultCOAP 1049.240 1066.920 1101.680 1269.150 1312.080 1351.710 1389.230 1462.340
high 2500B CoCoA 883.472 886.229 915.251 1028.140 1230.990 1278.120 1339.120 1524.250
high 2500B New Reno 452.348 454.026 694.989 1105.210 1415.230 2321.180 2408.130 2623.780
high 2500B BBR 155.772 182.656 252.317 816.835 1320.890 3339.770 4047.500 4406.400
high 14100B New reno 304.960 367.436 574.531 1022.598 1369.140 2158.240 2195.740 3071.940
high 14100B BBR 113.929 148.234 497.265 718.385 1240.690 1622.090 1785.820 1914.090
high 28200B New Reno 212.697 379.592 478.142 908.510 1391.300 1696.520 2060.320 2086.360
high 28200B BBR 116.428 243.965 349.206 716.178 995.449 1911.250 1978.540 2217.250
high infinite New Reno 440.790 483.225 633.516 1066.798 1495.260 1754.570 2162.090 2944.290
high infinite BBR 142.538 149.572 325.191 491.499 1273.240 1653.780 1742.540 2374.230
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the median FCT values, here the FCT values are close to being ten times as high.
Additionally, here the gap between UDP and TCP narrows notably.

The first observation is, again, that the UDP results are more stable. UDP guar-
antees low FCT in the face of high error rate: the worst case scenario FCT values
for both CoCoA and Default CoAP are much lower than they are for TCP. On the
other hand, UDP is not able to achieve as low completion times as TCP. Addition-
ally, median FCT values in general are slightly lower for TCP than UDP with the
exception of the CoCoA median FCT being lower than the New Reno median FCT
with the smallest and the largest buffer. The Default CoAP congestion control has
the highest median FCT in this scenario. New Reno and CoCoA median FCT are
very close to each other while BBR achieves clearly lower values, especially when
using the infinite buffer. Despite the instability of TCP results, TCP does not per-
form altogether badly. Compared to the baseline, most TCP flows are able to finish
in a reasonable time, as seen in the 75th percentile results. The 75th percentile flow
completion times are roughly 11 to 22 percent higher for New Reno than for CoCoA.
For BBR, the difference is much smaller. At its lowest, it is under one percent with
the 14,100 byte buffer and, at its highest, seven percent with the 2,500 byte buffer.
With the 28,200 byte buffer the 75th percentile FCT is three percent higher for
CoCoA than for BBR.

For New Reno, when using the 2,500 byte buffer, altogether five test runs are slower
to finish than the slowest of the Default CoAP flows. These flows exhibit similar
patterns as the outlier flows in the medium error rate environment. Some segments
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Figure 24: The median, minimum, maximum, 25th, and 75th percentiles for one
flow with high error probability and different bottleneck buffer sizes.
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are lost so that further segments cannot be sent because of missing acknowledge-
ments. Consequently the flows spend long periods of time idle, waiting for the RTO
to expire. Often, the RTO reaches the maximum value already quite early on. Ad-
ditionally, both the infinite and the 14,100 byte buffer test cases include one test run
that is an extreme outlier, explaining the long tails for those buffers. In the infinite
buffer case, shown in Figure 25, the outlier flow suffers from multiple RTO timeouts
in the very beginning. It loses the first segment it sends after the handshake and
immediately goes into recovery: the retransmitted segment is lost as well. A dupli-
cate acknowledgement for it arrives, but because of the delayed acknowledgements,
the RTO for the segment expires first. The RTO is not yet very high. However,
a previously unacknowledged segment sent during the recovery is lost. The client
sends altogether six acknowledgements for it, but five of them are lost. Thus the
server cannot send the next segment, and has to rely on RTO timeouts for retrans-
missions. The flow continues in this way for roughly the first 1,400 seconds. After
the flow manages to recover from these first losses, it suffers a few more RTOs, but
still behaves in the same way as the other test runs. The outlier flow in the 14,100
byte buffer case shows similar though less extreme behaviour twice during its run.
This flow also has the most RTO timeouts out of all the test runs in the 14,100 byte
buffer test case. It should be noted that the maximum RTO for TCP is 120 sec-
onds, higher than for Default CoAP and CoCoA, which may, at least partly, explain
the difference in the upper percentiles. When link errors dominate, such high RTO
values are not optimal.
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Figure 25: Time-sequence graph for the slowest TCP New Reno flow using the
infinite buffer in the high error rate environment. The flow is idle for a long period
of time.
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The median FCT values achieved with TCP New Reno do not fluctuate much from
buffer to buffer. The lowest median FCT is achieved using the 28,200 byte buffer
while the 2,500 byte buffer produces the highest median FCT for New Reno. The
2,500 byte buffer median FCT is 21% higher than the 28,200 byte buffer median
FCT. This seems natural, at least in the sense that the smallest buffer should suffer
more congestion-related losses than the larger buffers, in addition to the quite high
number of losses caused by intermittent errors. In the error-free and low-error
scenarios, the 28,200 byte buffer was not suitable for New Reno. In contrast, here it
produces the overall best results for New Reno. Both the median and the minimum
FCT are the lowest achieved by New Reno and the outlier cases are less extreme.
The outliers not withstanding, New Reno fares better than Default CoAP and is
very similar to CoCoA. As the plot in Figure 24 shows, 75% of the New Reno flows
finish in or a little under 1500 seconds, making the majority of the test runs complete
in roughly similar times.

BBR continues to still show sub-optimal behaviour with the BDP-sized buffer. While
it does finish faster than New Reno in most cases, three test runs are clearly slower.
Compared with New Reno, the BBR results using this buffer are unstable. These
three flows have a clearly higher number of lost segments than the other flows. At its
lowest, the number of lost segments for the outlier flows is 475: for all other flows the
number stays below 166. Likewise, these flows require more than 1000 retransmis-
sions to finish while the rest of the flows only need at most 500. Supporting this, the
Linux kernel TCP metrics show these flows retransmitting more than 600 segments
during RTO recovery whereas for other flows only 300 retransmissions take place
during RTO recovery. However, this metric is not very precise, especially for BBR.
The outlier flows tend to start sending earlier, being quicker to finish the handshake.
They also send very aggressively already in the beginning. Like the New Reno out-
lier flows, sometimes these flows lose multiple acknowledgements, which leads to
the expiration of the RTO timer. BBR then retransmits all unacknowledged data.
With the small buffer, the effect is especially detrimental due to the trouble BBR
has estimating the link capacity when the buffers are shallow. It ends up sending
too much, making the problem worse as even more segments are dropped. Again,
the behaviour of these extreme examples is very similar to the medium error cases
shown in Figure 23, except that the effect is more pronounced.

Despite the problematic behaviour of BBR with the small buffer, all the median
FCT values stay clearly under 1000 seconds. Again, the larger buffers are shown to
be most suitable for BBR—the lowest median FCT of this scenario is achieved using
the infinite buffer. The median FCT of the smallest buffer is 66.2% higher. On the
other hand, it has somewhat slower outlier cases than the 28,200 byte buffer, which
reaches slightly lower 75th percentile and maximum FCT values.

BBR has consistently lower median and minimum FCT than New Reno regardless
of the buffer. Despite showing unstable behaviour on the BDP-sized buffer, it now
performs better compared to New Reno using that buffer than it did when the error
rate was lower. In 75% of the test runs using the smallest buffer BBR flows complete
slightly faster than New Reno. Since now New Reno also has long tails in the upper
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percentiles using the smallest buffer, the difference between the two is diminished.
On the larger buffers the difference is completely erased and the tails New Reno has
are longer. Further, New Reno is unable to reach quite as low completion times as
BBR. Regardless of the buffer or the error rate, BBR sends more segments in total
than New Reno. This is explained by it resending all outstanding data upon an RTO
expiration: New Reno retransmit logic is more sophisticated even without selective
acknowledgements. However, this is not enough to make New Reno altogether more
efficient than BBR.

Four clients, low error rate

The flow completion times of four simultaneous clients in the low error link are
shown in Figure 26 with the detailed flow completion times shown in Table 11. The
median FCT values for TCP are still significantly lower than for UDP. In fact, with
the exception of there being longer tails in both the upper and the lower percentiles,
the results are very similar to the error-free case.

Unsurprisingly, the maximum FCT values are now higher than they were in the
error-free setup: roughly 10%, 18%, 19%, and 15%, from the smallest to the largest
buffer, respectively. This showcases the kind of instability that introducing errors to
the network causes, even though the effect is not very dramatic at this low error level.
For Default CoAP and CoCoA the relative change is somewhat more moderate, 15%
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Figure 26: The median, minimum, maximum, 25th, and 75th percentiles for four
concurrent flows with low error probability and different bottleneck buffer sizes.
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and 6% respectively. The difference is small because the median FCT was very high
in the error-free case, too.

However, for TCP, there are a few interesting observations. First, the infinite buffer
median FCT is 11% higher now than it was when there were no errors—for all the
other buffers the difference is very close to one second to either direction. Second,
the median FCT of the 28,200 byte buffer is actually slightly higher for the error-free
case. The longer tails are also more pronounced for the 28,200 byte buffer, which
is likely explained by the overshoot behaviour it displayed with the error-free single
client case.

Third, and more noteworthy, is the observation that now the minimum FCT values
are lower than they were in the error-free case. For the deeper buffers this is quite
notable: the FCT minima are 50, 97, and 81 percent higher in the error-free case
for the 14,100 byte, 28,200 byte, and the infinite buffers, respectively. That is, the
difference is 38 seconds with the 141,000 byte buffer, 60 seconds with the 28,200
byte buffer and 41 with the infinite buffer. For Default CoAP and CoCoA there are
no such notable differences. However, the minimum results are of course due to a
single outlier flow. The 10th percentile, meaning two test runs, only shows notable
difference for the middle buffers. For the infinite buffer, the difference is only 7,5
percent, while the 10th percentile FCT for the 2,500 byte buffer is lower in the error-
free case. Finally, when looking at the 25th percentile, a notable difference exists
only for the infinite buffer, which is 20 seconds, or, roughly 20%, lower for the low
error case than the error-free case. The overshoot which afflicted the single client
error-free case does not take place anymore, despite the error rate being low. This
was indeed the case with a single client as well: even few errors early on prevent the
overshoot behaviour.

The behaviours of the TCP flows in the test runs are very uniform in the case of
the 2,500 byte buffer. This is also true for most of the runs using the infinite buffer,
but roughly half of the infinite buffer test runs include one aggressive flow that is
able to finish quickly. This is shown in Figure 27. This phenomenon takes place
when the other three flows suffer unfortunately timed losses in the very beginning,
and consequently are not able to grow their congestion window as quickly as the
one lucky flow. When the one flow not suffering from the early drops is able to
send more aggressively, little bandwidth is left for the other flows that then suffer
RTOs. In the error-free case, there were no drops when the infinite buffer was used.
The clients took turns in sending: each could fully utilise the link for a while when
the others were waiting for acknowledgements. This phenomenon is prevented by
the drops: now the clients send in a continuous way, occasionally losing one or two

Table 11: Flow Completion Time of four clients with low error rate (seconds)
Error-Rate Buffer CC algorithm min 10 25 median 75 90 95 max
low 2500B DefaultCOAP 301.282 315.217 321.354 327.584 333.751 343.894 349.042 358.129
low 2500B CoCoA 292.040 297.829 300.165 303.276 308.191 311.140 312.774 320.116
low 2500B CoAPoverTCP 94.996 110.472 119.988 126.763 132.638 137.093 140.320 148.640
low 14100B CoAPoverTCP 75.590 97.789 112.165 122.251 131.915 134.896 140.636 149.394
low 28200B CoAPoverTCP 62.215 82.883 113.127 126.246 132.409 140.026 143.477 153.626
low infinite CoAPoverTCP 50.535 85.503 112.425 121.251 129.525 134.852 137.875 145.880
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segments. No segments were lost using the infinite buffer whereas some packet loss
occurred using all the other buffers, even in the error-free setup. This explains why
the infinite buffer is the only buffer to have a notably higher median FCT here.
For the 28,200 byte buffer, flows that do not suffer early drops have a tendency
to overshoot in the Slow Start and consequently lose many packets in row. This,
however, is not very consequential since there is new data to be sent during the Fast
Recovery.

Despite these phenomena, even in the worst case, TCP is again shown to perform
very well compared to UDP. Further, there is not much difference between the buffer
sizes. The differences of both the median and the maximum FCT values between
the buffers stay under 5 seconds.
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Figure 27: Time-sequence graphs for four simultaneous TCP New Reno flows using
the infinite buffer. One flow may send aggressively and complete faster than the
other three flows.

Four concurrent clients, medium error rate

The flow completion times of 4 simultaneous clients in the medium error rate link
are shown in Figure 28 with the detailed flow completion times shown in Table 12.

As in the single client case, here the difference between UDP and TCP starts to
grow smaller. Again, there is very little change for UDP: Default CoAP median
FCT is only 0.7% higher in this case than in the single client case. Also the median
FCT values for TCP are still significantly lower than for UDP. However, the long
tails of the TCP results in the upper percentiles exceed the UDP median values,
and in the case of the 2,500 byte buffer, even the maximum FCT values.
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Figure 28: The median, minimum, maximum, 25th, and 75th percentiles for four
concurrent flows with medium error probability and different bottleneck buffer sizes.

With this higher error rate, the median FCT and the lower percentiles are very
similar for TCP across the buffers, but unlike in the low error rate case, there are
differences in the worst case scenarios.

For New Reno, the two middle-sized buffers achieve the lowest median FCT, but
the difference between them is almost non-existent. Like in the case of the low error
rate, the 2,500 byte buffer median FCT is the highest. There are fewer RTOs in
the 28,200 byte buffer than the 2,500. The total number of timeouts per test run
ranges from 4 to 16 for the smallest buffer with the median being 11.5. For the
2,500 byte buffer case, in 11 out of the 20 test cases, all the flows within a test run
behave similarly. Additionally, five test runs include one flow taking slightly longer
than the others. The rest do not fit this model, and these test runs also include the
flows visible in the long tails—both the maximum and minimum values.

Table 12: Flow Completion Time of 4 clients with medium error rate (seconds)
Error-Rate Buffer CC algorithm min 10 25 median 75 90 95 max
med 2500B DefaultCOAP 507.392 547.025 577.940 606.591 651.701 688.765 701.939 761.204
med 2500B CoCoA 407.314 435.597 454.252 485.037 515.270 578.340 619.615 730.671
med 2500B CoAPoverTCP 114.059 148.351 169.372 198.457 255.709 344.401 400.574 826.577
med 14100B CoAPoverTCP 120.564 138.062 157.013 187.923 237.336 327.006 347.524 688.100
med 28200B CoAPoverTCP 114.766 141.211 160.975 187.216 234.331 324.613 352.025 584.447
med infinite CoAPoverTCP 124.602 140.403 166.157 189.877 233.989 327.948 386.531 653.078

One of the slowest flows of all the flows considered loses three out of four segments
sent in a window right after the handshake. It manages to receive one ACK, but
unable to send new data, the RTO expires. This happens a few times during the
connection duration: the receiver is not able to receive enough acknowledgements
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to trigger a fast retransmit as too many consecutive segments are lost. It cannot
send new data, so it has to rely on the RTO timer, which grows progressively larger.
However, the maximum RTO value of 120 seconds is not yet often used here as
the error rate is not yet that high. These cases of unfortunate drop sequences that
lead to the use of RTO instead of duplicate acknowledgements as a loss detection
mechanism explain the differences in the upper percentiles.

Four concurrent clients, high error rate

The flow completion times of 4 simultaneous clients in the high-error link are shown
in Figure 29 with the detailed flow completion times shown in Table 13.

When the error rate is at its highest, and there are 4 clients competing for their
share of the link, the flow completion times explode for all the protocols and buffers.
When the error rate was only medium, the maximum FCT of all protocol and buffer
combinations stayed under 900 seconds but here the maximum FCT values of TCP
are close to 3000 seconds and the UDP maximum FCT is over 1500 seconds. The
median FCT for UDP is almost doubled. In contrast with the lower error rate cases,
there is also a notable increase compared to the single-client high-error case.

A notable observation here is that the difference between the protocols has now
diminished almost entirely. This also did occur with the single-client high-error
case. TCP does still achieve lower median FCT than UDP, but it is also more
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Figure 29: The median, minimum, maximum, 25th, and 75th percentiles for four
concurrent flows with high error probability and different bottleneck buffer sizes.
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unstable as some flows take notably longer to finish than others. UDP does not
produce such outliers.

Default CoAP produces the highest median FCT: roughly 1220 seconds. This is only
0,2% higher than in the single-client high-error case. The median values are clearly
better for TCP than for UDP, while CoCoA and Default CoAP perform similarly.
On the other hand, TCP results have long tails. This is partly due to the test setup:
the maximum RTO is much higher for TCP than for UDP. As acknowledgements get
lost, RTO often dominates as the retransmission trigger, and if it is allowed to grow
very large, this leads to long idle periods. As there are many retransmissions, it may
be difficult to get strong samples. Due to Karn’s algorithm, only the strong samples
are taken into account, and consequently TCP may keep a very high, backed-off RTO
value for a long time. To further accentuate the difference to UDP, the maximum
RTO for UDP is lower, so that the idle periods for it are shorter as well. If the
maximum RTO used was the same for all the congestion controls, the difference
between UDP and TCP might be smaller. This is especially true for CoCoA, as it
also includes the weak samples into in its RTT estimate.

Here, New Reno does not benefit from the large buffers, except that the results are
slightly more uniform using it. New Reno achieves the smallest median FCT using
the two smallest buffers, with the lowest FCT being achieved using the 14,100 byte
buffer. However, the difference is insignificant, and all the median FCT values are
quite close to each other. At this point, there are so many errors that the differences
between the buffers seen in the setups with fewer errors are mostly erased.

For the smallest buffer, there is great variability in how the flows behave within a
test run. Typically, however, one flow takes notably longer than others. In the worst
case flow, the RTO value very quickly grows to the maximum, 120 seconds. The high
RTO value causes long, repeated idle periods when segments or their corresponding
acknowledgements are consecutively lost. At times, none of the clients are sending
because of this. As an extreme example, one unfortunate segment of this worst-case
flow requires altogether eight transmit attempts. The time elapsed from sending
the original segment to the first acknowledgement covering it is 8 minutes. This
is the first such idle period for the flow: time-wise it is not the longest, as the
RTO is not yet at 120 seconds for the first few retransmits. But already for the
fourth retransmission this maximum value is used. Due to the pattern in which the
segments are lost, this particular flow runs into a similar situation four times, and
so takes roughly 48 minutes to finish. This is shown in Figure 30.

For another flow, a similar situation requiring 7 transmit attempts causes an idle
period of 12 minutes. In contrast, the quickest flow requires only 350 seconds. It is

Table 13: Flow Completion Time of 4 clients with high error rate (seconds)
Error-Rate Buffer CC algorithm min 10 25 median 75 90 95 max
high 2500B DefaultCOAP 853.327 1008.290 1081.500 1195.690 1338.900 1424.720 1505.240 1562.090
high 2500B CoCoA 861.019 933.229 988.545 1125.690 1247.840 1362.670 1404.440 1582.330
high 2500B CoAPoverTCP 350.317 467.601 575.476 957.814 1379.940 1722.680 1961.920 2929.610
high 14100B CoAPoverTCP 329.074 464.011 593.755 849.291 1226.080 1617.160 1971.760 2477.840
high 28200B CoAPoverTCP 358.083 449.452 625.488 980.736 1259.400 1554.140 1749.070 2934.550
high infinite CoAPoverTCP 293.360 464.545 627.286 1005.390 1339.050 1710.390 1963.010 2569.410
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lucky: only 22 segments require retransmitting, and of those only two require four
retransmits. For most segments, one or two retransmits suffice. Maximum RTO is
roughly 60 seconds. In this test run, the other two flows take roughly 600 and 1,200
seconds while the fourth one takes more than 2,600 seconds so that the pattern of
one flow being notably slower than the others is again observed.

The differences between the flows are due to the way the occurrence of the errors are
patterned: in a lucky flow, the same segment is only lost once or twice. Acknowl-
edgements are not dropped, at least not a large part of them, so three duplicate
acknowledgements arrive, preventing the slow RTO recovery.

For the 2,500 byte buffer, the small size combined with the higher number of senders
also causes segments to be dropped due to queue overflow. It can be seen in that
already in the beginning of the connection, many segments are lost in a short amount
of time. For the flows using infinite buffer, the number of segments dropped within
the first minutes is lower. On the other hand, the deep buffer may also cause long
queuing delays, making the flows in general take longer. The middle-sized buffers
likely offer a working balance between the two extremes.

Interestingly, for New Reno, the median FCT for 1 client is higher than for four
clients, except when the 28,200 buffer is used. For the 2,500 byte, 14,100 byte, and
the infinite buffer the differences are roughly 15%, 22%, and 6% respectively, so that
the single client FCT is higher. The four client case median FCT of 28,200 byte
buffer is roughly 8% higher. Notably this buffer size was clearly most suitable for
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Figure 30: Time-sequence graph for four simultaneous TCP New Reno flows. One
flow waits for an acknowledgement repeatedly, altogether for more than eight min-
utes.
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New Reno in the one client case, outperforming the others both when judging by the
median an the upper percentiles. This phenomenon is somewhat unnatural—more
traffic in the link should increase the number of lost segments and make the flows
complete slower because of the need to retransmit so many segments. This could
partly be explained by the metric itself. When only a single flow is using the link,
the timing and pacing of the errors may affect the flow significantly: in a lucky case
the flow is not much bothered by them, in an unlucky case the flow is constantly
waiting for the RTO timer that has reached the maximum value. On the other
hand, when there are four flows, typically only one of them is unlucky in such a
way: the other four may complete notably fast. As the FCT metric only considers
single flows and not entire test runs, these lucky flows may come to dominate even
the middle percentiles. However, in this case the maximum FCT values should still
be higher in the four client case, but this is true for the 2,500 byte and 28,200 byte
buffers only.

6.3 Summary

In the error-free setting, with only one client, TCP completion time is very close
to ideal, showing it can efficiently fill the link. In contrast, in the same scenario,
Default CoAP and CoCoA are only able to use a portion of all the available capacity
of the link. This is demonstrated by the stability of the UDP results. As the number
of clients is increased to four, Default CoAP and CoCoA show little change from
the single client case, regardless of the error rate. Both are severely limited by
their back-to-back approach: they may only have one message in flight at a time.
A larger NSTART value has been shown to increase efficiency by allowing more
data in-flight, but this approach is not scalable, as it does not react to perceived
changes in the network. TCP, on the other hand, reacts to higher traffic as expected.
When the number of concurrent clients is increased to four, median FCT becomes
roughly two times higher, both in the error-free and low- error settings. However,
the difference between the one and four client cases becomes less visible as error rate
grows to medium and beyond. With high error rate, the errors dominate so much
that differences between the one and four client cases are erased.

The difference between UDP and TCP is at its greatest when there are no or few
errors. In high-error settings, the difference between UDP and TCP diminishes. The
median FCT values become very similar, and additionally certain test runs using
TCP take notably long to finish. These outliers are explained by a few recurring phe-
nomena. First, New Reno suffers massive losses when using the middle-sized buffers.
This is an artefact due to the way the workload and the buffers are configured. TCP
New Reno clients overshoot in Slow Start, lose a significant number of segments, and
cannot benefit from the possibility to send new data during Fast Retransmit. This is
especially pronounced with the 28,200 byte buffer but also happens with the 14,100
buffer. Second, BBR fails to properly estimate the link capacity when the smallest
buffer is used. BBR flows continuously send too aggressively, fail to drain the link
in Probe RTT, and run into RTOs which make them resend all unacknowledged
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segments—a large portion of them unnecessarily. Finally, both TCP variants also
suffer unlucky sequences of lost segments that hinder the flows. A typical conse-
quence for New Reno is repeated RTOs. As the RTO value reaches a high value, the
flow may spend long periods of time idle, waiting for the RTO to expire. However,
despite these phenomena, the median FCT values for TCP are lower in all the four-
client test cases and those one-client cases where the error rate is below high. In the
high-error single-client case, New Reno median FCT is lower than Default CoAP
FCT and very close to CoCoA, while BBR achieves clearly lower FCT values. BBR
also proved to be robust in face of high error rate and bufferbloat, outperforming
New Reno in almost all scenarios, despite its difficulties with the bandwidth-delay
product sized buffer. These problems may be attributed to the non-standard config-
uration of the host, namely, the disabling of selective acknowledgements. However,
constrained devices might not be able to run a full TCP/IP stack that implements
all TCP extensions. Thus hosts communicating with constrained devices should be
able to work with a minimal TCP implementation.
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7 Conclusion

The Internet of Things consists of various objects that are typically less capable than
regular, modern Internet nodes, for example due to limited memory and processing
power, and because they often use low-speed links prone to errors. The Constrained
Application Protocol (CoAP) is a lightweight resource manipulation protocol specif-
ically designed for constrained settings. By default, the transport layer for CoAP
is UDP. Due to its connectionless nature and low overhead, UDP is well-suited for
typical IoT traffic consisting of intermittent exchanges of short messages

However, IoT devices may also need to transfer large amounts of data, for example
to perform firmware updates. Further, the number of IoT devices is expected to
grow, and since IoT devices partake in the global Internet, IoT protocols need to
be congestion-safe. CoAP implements a straightforward congestion control mecha-
nism, but it has been shown to be vulnerable to congestion collapse. In contrast,
TCP congestion control is robust and well-understood. RFC 8323 specifies how to
carry CoAP over reliable, stateful protocols, including TCP. As the specification is
relatively new, little research exists.

This work showed CoAP over TCP to be an efficient and scalable choice for long-
lived connections in a constrained setting. Changes in the network were reflected
in TCP behaviour: TCP was found to better utilise the capacity of the link when
errors were infrequent, even in the presence of congestion and bufferbloat. TCP
flows also clearly slowed down as the traffic level was increased. In contrast, CoAP
over UDP was not scalable in this sense. UDP flows were slow to complete when the
link was good, and as the traffic level grew, they showed little change, as expected.

On the other hand, in high-error settings, regardless of the traffic level, TCP be-
haviour was shown to be unstable: some TCP flows were extremely slow to complete.
In contrast, UDP behaved predictably, and the differences between the slow and the
fast flows were much smaller than they were for TCP. However, the extremely slow
flows were mere outliers explained by unfortunately timed losses, and most TCP
flows were faster than UDP flows. Some TCP flows reached notably low completion
times, and clearly outperformed all UDP flows.

This thesis also evaluated the performance of TCP BBR, finding it a promising
candidate for TCP congestion control. However, some shortcomings were found,
motivating further research. These included problems in the Linux kernel BBR
implementation as well as confirming the previous finding that TCP BBR has trouble
adjusting its send rate to buffer sizes smaller than or equal to the bandwidth-delay
product of the link. When such a buffer was used, BBR behaved erratically, leading
to some BBR flows being extremely slow. In the error-free and low-error setting,
when this buffer size was used, New Reno outperformed BBR. Otherwise, BBR
outperformed New Reno, and was shown to be both error-tolerant and efficient in
the presence of bufferbloat.

Previous work shows that for very short connections, when the link is prone to
errors, the header overhead may grow too large. However, this work shows that
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when connections are long-lived, carrying CoAP over TCP is beneficial. TCP is
able to react to losses in a sophisticated way, utilising link capacity to the fullest
when there are no errors or congestion, while also being able to reduce the send
rate in face of congestion. In contrast, both the Default CoAP congestion control
and CoCoA were shown to be inefficient when the amount of data to transfer is
large. This work also showed TCP BBR to be efficient in a high-error environment
with bufferbloat, clearly outperforming both UDP and TCP New Reno. While New
Reno occasionally struggled with the large buffers, BBR avoided such problems by
more accurately estimating the link capacity. Default CoAP may be useful in very
constrained devices that exchange messages infrequently, but if a large amount of
data needs to be transferred and the expected traffic level is high, carrying CoAP
traffic over the robust and well-understood TCP is an efficient choice.
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